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Dear Reader,

   That’s right, we are offering you a fantastic 20% discount on all titles featured 
in this catalog and there’s no minimum order! You can order by phone, fax, 
post or on our website www.crownhousepublishing.com. 
   We have some outstanding new titles to offer you including Capturing the 
Moment (opposite), a remarkable new book on single session therapy and 
walk in services, When All Else Fails (p4), a brilliant new book on brief therapy 
from Rubin Battino, author of the bestselling Ericksonian Approaches. Also 
see p24 for the long awaited second edition of Therapeutic Hypnosis with 
Children and Adolescents. 
   Also hot off the press are The Distracted Couple: The Impact of ADHD on 
Adult Relationships (p6), Therapy with Tough Clients (p5),  Improve Your 
Writing with NLP (p10), The Origins of Neuro Linguistic Programming (p19), 
new reprints of Jay Haley’s books and CDs on Milton Erickson — Conversations 
with Milton Erickson and Milton Erickson, In His Own Voice (p11), a new series 
of Relaxation Techniques CDs (six titles) (p15), plus two new Clean Language 
titles (p13) — Clean Language in Business and Clean Language in the 
Classroom. In addition, we have a great selection of our classic bestsellers, 
as well as our Home Study Programs (p41 - 43), and much more. So take 
advantage of our special 20% discount to update your bookshelves now! 
   We have also indicated where titles are available as ebooks. They are 
available from most ebook sellers - just contact your favorite vendor for prices 
and ordering information.
See Complete Title Index on p53.

www.crownhousepublishing.com

To celebrate our new catalog we are delighted to offer you a special 20% discount on all featured titles!
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•	 Refer to Catalog #326 and save 20% when ordering.
•	 Visit our website for even more titles and to order online: 
          www.crownhousepublishing.com.
•	 Call our toll-free number (877) 925-1213 or order by fax to (802) 864-

7626.
•	 By mail, send to: Crown House Publishing, P.O. Box 2223, Williston, VT 

05495, USA.
•	 Payment by U.S. check, money order, or by VISA, Mastercard, or American 

Express.
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an item for classroom use must submit a request on departmental 
letterhead. Please send fax to (203) 778-9100.

•	 Booksellers/Wholesalers: Call or write for complete discount. (t) after 
price designates trade discount; (p) after price designates professional 
discount; (x) designates text discount.

•	 Outside the U.S. Contact Crown House Publishing Ltd. Website: 
           www.crownhouse.co.uk E-mail: books@crownhouse.co.uk.
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978-184590893-5
$49.95 (p)
BK#8935

550 pages (est)
paperback	•	Ebook
October 2014

Capturing the Moment
Single session therapy and walk-in services

Edited by Michael F. Hoyt, PhD and Moshe Talmon, PhD
Can one session of therapy be enough for some people? The answer, is most definitely, yes. This 
volume brings together the latest information on single session therapy and walk-in services. It 
describes what can sometimes be accomplished in one visit, whether client and clinician set out 
in advance to have a single session therapy (SST) or if the therapy could have gone longer but 
client and clinician feel the one session was all that was needed. 

This volume, Capturing the Moment: single session therapy and walk-in services, starts 
with an extensive overview of the field and includes contributions from over twenty experts 
who have practiced single session therapy. Contributors include Ernest Rossi, Steve Andreas, 
Dawson Church, Harvey Ratner, Douglas Flemons, James Gustafson, Rubin Battino, Bradford 
Keeney, Jeff Young, Arnie Silve, Monte Bobele, Moshe Talmon, Michael Hoyt and many, many 
others. The contributors draw on various brief therapy approaches involving a wide range of 
creative methods. 

The book describes the history, theory, utility and practice (clinical and administrative) of single 
session and walk-in therapy. In keeping with the international scope of SST and walk-in services, 
the volume contains reports from the United States, Canada, Israel, Australia, England, Mexico 
and China. Each chapter stands alone with its contribution and the reader is able to choose 
those sections that are the most relevant to their practice.

In today’s therapeutic milieu, when sometimes less is better than more, this volume will lead 
mental health professionals in the 21st Century to a knowledge of what works best for many 
people.

Michael F. Hoyt, PhD (Yale ’76), is a psychologist based in Mill Valley, California. An 
internationally recognized teacher and supervisor, he has received numerous honors and 
awards. His publications include Some Stories Are Better than Others, The Present is a Gift, 
Brief Psychotherapies: Principles and Practices, The Handbook of Constructive Therapies, and 
Therapist Stories of Inspiration, Passion, and Renewal: What’s Love Got to Do with It?

Moshe Talmon, PhD (University of Pennsylvania ’82), is a psychologist based in Israel, where 
he is a Senior Lecturer at Tel Aviv Academic College. He is the founder and Director of the 
International Center for SST and teaches and supervises worldwide. He is the author of 
the bestselling Single Session Therapy: Maximizing the Effect of the First (and Often Only) 
Therapeutic Encounter, as well as the follow-up books Single Session Solutions and (in 
Hebrew) Worthwhile for Every Soul: The Brief Way to an Effective Psychotherapy.

Edited by Michael F. Hoyt, PhD
and Moshe Talmon, PhD

Single session therapy 
and walk-in services

Momentthe
Capturing
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978-184590894-2
$29.95 (p)
BK#8942

208 pages (est)
paperback	•	Ebook
October 2014

When All Else Fails
Some New and Some Old Tools for Doing Brief Therapy

Rubin Battino MS
For a number of years, Rubin Battino has been presenting professional workshops on the art 
of very brief therapy. He defines very brief therapy as seeing clients only once or twice, with 
any additional sessions being the client’s choice. In this new book, When All Else Fails, the 
emphasis is on the many approaches that can be used as rapid and effective methods for 
working with clients. The author feels that the essence of brief therapy is the expectation of 
the therapist (which is transmitted to the client one way or another) that only a few sessions 
will be needed to resolve realistically and satisfactorily the client’s concerns. 

The book addresses both new and old ways of doing brief therapy. Some of the new ways 
include: expectation; the power of pauses; chatting as therapy; poetry; healing language; touch; 
laughter and others. Some of the old ways include: Gestalt therapy; Bioenergetic Analysis; 
Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP); Encounter Groups & Group Therapy; and Ideomotor 
Signalling; Psychodrama; Narrative Therapy, Provocative Therpy and Hypnosis. The last is an 
important part, both directly or indirectly, of all of the methods discussed. Whenever a client 
‘goes inside’ during a session, they are effectively in a trance state. 

A therapist who can choose among a variety of brief therapy techniques is more than likely to be 
in greater command of the therapeutic process as he or she will be able to choose exactly those 
techniques that fit their client’s situation and their personality.  This book offers the professional 
a myriad options that are open to them for a better, more well-rounded practice.

Rubin Battino MS has a private practice in Yellow Springs, Ohio. He is Adjunct Professor for the 
Department of Human Services at Wright State University, and has over ten years of experience 
as a facilitator in a Bernie Siegel style support group. He is President of the Milton H Erickson 
Society of Dayton and was co-chair of an ad hoc committee to establish certification standards 
for training in Ericksonian hypnotherapy. He is Professor Emeritus of chemistry.

When All Else Fails
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978-184590878-2
$24.95 (p)
Bk #8782

312 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Therapy with Tough Clients
Exploring the Use of Indirect and Unconscious Techniques

George Gafner MSW, LCSW
Every therapist has experienced a client whose problems seem to be only the “tip of the 
iceberg,” and that getting to the heart of the matter proves to be frustratingly hard to 
achieve. This volume, by George Gafner, revolves around two such fascinating cases, Maggie 
and Charles, who are very resistant in revealing their true problems.

Maggie is a Gulf War veteran and suffers from chronic problems, including irritable bowel 
syndrome and PTSD. Charles’s problem is even more acute. A clinical psychologist as well 
as a Vietnam veteran he is distraught over the guilt of a romantic attachment to one of his 
clients, however, as therapy goes on, something deeper and more pervasive is revealed. For 
both individuals, problem resolution resides in one place -- their unconscious. Following 
these two cases offers a unique, revealing insight into how a master therapist deals with and 
confronts his clients in a way that best suits the client’s psyche. 

“This book is intended as a hands-on resource and is replete with clinical wisdom. 
Wonderful-Serious-Wise, this is the work of a true master, and it should be required reading 
for all entry level therapists and most seasoned therapists as well.” 

Stephen R. Lankton, MSW, author of Tools of Intention

“Therapy with Tough Clients was primarily written to be of help to the clinician by offering 
a variety of approaches to treating challenging cases. But the author challenges us to 
recognize and transcend our own limitations, encouraging a personal growth that will no 
doubt spill into performing more creative and effective psychotherapies. Read this book and 
you will be better in more ways than one! “

Michael D. Yapko, Ph.D., author of Trancework, 4th Ed and Depression is Contagious

George Gafner, MSW, LCSW recently retired from the Southern Arizona Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center where he was Director of Family Therapy and Hypnosis Training. He is the 
author of five previous books on clinical hypnosis as well as numerous journal articles.GEORGE GAFNER, MSW, LCSW

Exploring the Use of Indirect  
and Unconscious Techniques

ThERApy
TOUGh CLIENTS
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978-184590877-5
$35.00 (p)
BK#8775

368 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Distracted Couple
The Impact of ADHD on Adult Relationships

Edited by Larry Maucieri, Phd and Jon Carlson PsyD, EdD
The Distracted Couple identifies the aspects of adult ADHD that impact marriages and 
relationships, and provides a number of interventions, strategies and treatments to effectively 
address these challenges.

•	 The first section covers an overview of evolving diagnoses; how ADHD impacts marital 
dysfunction; the impact of Executive Functioning Weaknesses; and a one-on-one interview 
with a known expert in the field focusing on the impact of ADHD in couples.

•	 In section two the editors focus on diverse and less recognized populations such as African-
American couples, women with ADHD and same-sex couples.

•	 Section three includes a section on working with couples with ADHD and emphasizes 
treatment protocols and solutions to problems in couples.

In total, this volume addresses many of the issues that couples face when either one or both 
partners has ADHD and the many ways that clinicians can help them in dealing with these 
issues.

Although historically the diagnosis and treatment of ADHD have focused on children, 
more recently clinicians and researchers have explored the impact of ADHD on adults. Few, 
however, have focused on the effects of adult ADHD on relationships and marriages, which 
makes this a must-read for all of those interested in and working with adults with ADHD.

“As ADHD becomes increasingly common in adults and couples, clinicians of all stripes will 
need to increase their understanding of this condition. This is the “go to” book that I’ll highly 
recommend to my students and colleagues.” 

Len Sperry, MD, PhD, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Medical College of Wisconsin, author of 
Handbook of Diagnosis & Treatment of DSM-5 Personality Disorders

Larry Maucieri, PhD is an Assistant Professor of Psychology and Counseling at Governors State 
University and an affiliate clinical neuropsychologist at the Family Institute at Northwestern 
University.

Jon Carlson, PsyD, EdD, ABPP is Distinguished Professor of Psychology and Counseling at 
Governors State University and a psychologist at the Wellness Clinic in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. 
He has authored 170 journal articles and 55 books.

distractEd

Edward hallowell, Md, co-author of Married to Distraction
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978-096988402-6
$35.00 (p)
Bk#4026 

224 pages
paperback

Roadmap to Resilience
A Guide for Military, Trauma Victims and their Families

Donald Meichenbaum, PhD
For the military veteran or anyone who has experienced a traumatic event, returning 
to normal living can be a challenge. Be that as it may, even after events such as natural 
disasters, accidents, or one of intentional human design (e.g. combat, a terrorist attack, a 
sexual assault, etc.), approximately 70 to 80 percent of individuals who are impacted adjust 
successfully. These individuals demonstrate resilience, and in some instances, even post–
traumatic growth. But the remaining percentage will evidence lingering clinical disorders 
and adjustment problems, such as PTSD, anxiety, depressive, and substance abuse disorders 
that can result in suicidal acts, aggressive behavior, and divorce.

Roadmap to Resilience includes over 100 ways to develop individual and family resilience-
bolstering action plans to help those experiencing adjustment problems. In addition, it 
includes numerous narrative examples of successful coping from resilient individuals, self-
improvement activities, and a comprehensive resource guide designed to help the reader 
locate the exact information they need to address their situation. This guidebook highlights 
ways that returning service members can successfully reintegrate into civilian life and how 
other trauma victims can cope with loss. Clinicians will find it an invaluable resource for 
translating evidence-based interventions into specific guidelines for their clients.

“Roadmap to Resilience should be on the desk of every clinician, in the backpack of every 
soldier, and in the hands of every leader.”

Bret Moore, PsyD, asst. professor of clinical psychiatry, 

University of Texas, Health Science Center

“This is a must read for any trauma victim and for any service member and their family 
members. Dr. Meichenbaum has hit a ‘home run’ with this guidebook, making it an 
invaluable reference for building resilience and assisting recovery from combat and any 
form of trauma-based injuries. Roadmap to Resilience is the trauma victim’s and warrior’s ‘go 
to’ handbook for psychological health and readjustment.”

Sharon M. Freeman, PhD, MSN and

editor of Living and Surviving in Harm’s Way
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978-184590891-1
$19.95 (t)
BK#8911

140 pages
Paperback	with	DVD	•	ebook

Read again without glasses
Leo Angart
In this follow up to Improve Your Eyesight Naturally, Leo 
concentrates on curing presbyopia, the inability to focus on 
near objects. He explains what presbyopia is and how you can 
tone your eye muscles, release tension and build up energy 
in order to regain your natural eyesight. Vision Training is 
based on the presupposition that clear vision is a natural state 
and you can achieve natural clear vision via simple exercises. 
There are three main principles involved in Vision Training:

•	 Belief and emotions - believing that it is possible for you to 
have control over your eyes and restore your vision to normal

•	 Physical training of the eye muscles - when you wear glasses 
your eyes will automatically adjust to the lenses you wear

•	 Relaxation - natural clear eyesight is effortless. Many of 
our vision problems are due to functional factors such as 
constant focus on near work. To regain natural clear vision 
you need to learn to relax your eyes.

Exercise or relaxation alone will have an effect, but the real 
progress comes when all three of the above principles are used 
together. 

The book includes simple vision tests that you can use 
yourself to verify your level of vision and monitor your 
improvements. The DVD that accompanies the book includes 
instructions and demonstrations.

“In this book, [Leo] shares exactly how you can restore 
eyesight back to normal, even if you are in your forties and 
in need of reading glasses. With supportive videos that come 
with the book, you get all the clarity and inspiration you 
need.”

Ann-Marie Naslund, Founder and CEO of Naturlig Syn

Leo Angart is a business consultant, author and trainer. Having worn glasses for more than 
25 years he speaks from personal experience. It has now been more than 19 years since he 
threw away his glasses.

read again
without glasses

978-184590801-0
$27.95 (p)
BK#8010
256 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Improve your eyesight 
naturally
See results quickly

Leo Angart
Improve Your Eyesight Naturally details 
strategies designed to improve your 
eyesight by literally exercising your ability 
to see. Leo’s approach is very specific and 
targets each degree of vision problem. 
He explains how you can tone your 
eyemuscles, release tension and build 
up energy in order to regain your natural 
eyesight. Includes simple vision tests that 
you can use yourself to verify your level of 
vision and monitor your improvements.
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978-184590862-1
$16.95 (p)
BK#8621

200 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Coaching Supervision at its B.E.S.T.
Jackie Arnold
Coaching Supervision at its B.E.S.T. contains clear strategies and real life case studies and can 
be used in all settings where there is a need for effective and efficient coaching supervision. 
The specific clean questioning technique allows the supervisor to remove assumptions and 
have an insightful and eagle eyed view of the whole supervision spectrum. The book follows 
closely the requirements for the Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Level 7 
Masters level qualification in Coaching Supervision. The key topics covered are:

•	 The  principles and practice of coaching supervision in organisations using clean 
language and clean space

•	 Before undertaking supervision

•	 The supervisee

•	 Supervision methods

•	 During supervision

•	 The internal versus external supervisor

•	 Supervision quality assurance and review

•	 Supervision scenarios

This practical guide can be used by leaders, coaches and supervisors in business, education, 
health and public services. It is highly recommended for ILM 7 Supervision Qualification 
Candidates at ILM Centres all over the UK and EU.

“The case studies and personal anecdotes are excellent and really draw you in to what 
actually happens in supervision. It is wonderful to see a coaching supervision book that tales 
a ‘clean’ approach and includes lots of valuable references to Clean Language.” 

Angela Dunbar, Clean coach, coach trainer and supervisor

Jackie Arnold is a former board member of the UK ICF. She is also an associate coach/
consultant for Notion & the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education, delivering 
executive coaching programmes and consulting on building a coaching culture. She uses 
Clean Language Methodology as a Coach Supervisor and is Ambassador for CSA and The 
Association Of Coaching Supervisors.

Supervision
at itsBEST

Jackie Arnold

Coaching

Build TrustSupportEngage
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978-184590861-4
$29.95 (p)
BK#8614

204 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Improve Your Writing With 
NLP
Judith E. Pearson PhD
If you are new to the game of writing, if you 
feel intimidated by a blank page, if you have 
ever started a writing project but run out of 
steam, then this book is for you. 

Improve Your Writing with NLP details the 
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) strategies 
that can transform a tentative novice writer 
into a passionate, productive dynamo, 
adapting the resourceful states, beliefs, 
cognitive strategies and behaviours of highly 
accomplished writers. 

Through the magic of NLP you will: 

•	 discover the thinking patterns and 
cognitive strategies of accomplished writers

•	 learn the writing process from 
beginning to end - from romancing your idea 
to ruthlessly editing and revising it

•	 learn the NLP models for creativity, tenacity and meticulous attention to detail 

•	 learn strategies for overcoming writer’s block. 

Read this book and you’ll know how to write convincingly, hypnotically and prolifically.

“ To be able to write is to have a different kind of voice – one that can share a vision with the 
world. Judith E. Pearson offers a means whereby pretty much anyone can find their voice.”

Ian McDermott, Founder of International Teaching Seminars and author of numerous 
bestsellers including Principles of NLP, The NLP Coach and The Coaching Bible

Judith E. Pearson holds a PhD in counseling and has published more than 200 reviews and 
articles on NLP, hypnotherapy and self-help and is the author of The Weight Hypnotherapy 
and YOU Weight Reduction Program and Why Do I Keep Doing This!!?.

Improve your

wrItIng

nLp
with

Judith e. pearson, ph.D

If you long to write a book, reading Improve Your Writing with NLP can put you one giant step closer. 

Bill O’Hanlon, author of Write is a Verb and Becoming a Published Therapist

978-184590792-1
$21.95 (p)
BK#7921

160 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Laughology
Improve your life with the science of 
laughter

Stephanie Davies
Laughology is a practical guide to using laughter 
and humour to make you feel better and enable 
you to communicate more effectively. This book 
explains simple techniques that will improve 
your ability to gain a more positive perspective in 
difficult situations and to increase your happiness 
through adopting the techniques from the 
Laughology model.

You will learn:

•	 The science behind humour and   
             laughter

•	 The psychology of why we laugh

•	 How to think differently using humour 

•	 How to harness positive emotions and                              
 feel better

•	 More effective communication and   
               decision making

“ Laughology is a wonderful idea and gives people the tools to live life to the full by linking 
humour, emotion, psychology and health.”

Professor Richard Wiseman, University of Hertfordshire, author of 59 Seconds

Stephanie Davies is recognised as one of the UK’s leading voices in the psychology of laughter 
and humour. She has over ten years’ experience of developing interventions that have been 
applied in a wide variety of settings, dealing with complex public and mental health issues and 
building teams in high profile organisations. She is an award-winning stand up comedian who 
has worked with world-renowned Dr Patch Adams exploring the relationship between health, 
humour, community and the arts. 

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE WITH

THE SCIENCE OF LAUGHTER

STEPHANIE DAVIES
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978-193581014-8
$35.95 (p)
BK#0148

342 pages
paperback 

978-193581015-5
$29.95 (p)
BK#0155

186 pages
paperback

978-193581016-2
$29.95 (p)
BK#0162

182 pages
paperback

Volume I, Changing Individuals
Presents a variety of therapy techniques that he employed for dealing with individuals.

Volume II, Changing Couples
Discusses issues of married life and presents many different ideas for resolving problems.

Volume III, Changing Children and Families
Dr. Erickson presents many of his lively ways of doing therapy with children.

Conversations with  
Milton H. Erickson MD
Edited by Jay Haley
The three volumes in this series present the lively 
discussions that took place over a period of 17 years 
and were recorded as part of Gregory Bateson’s project 
on communication and therapy. Included in these 
conversations were John Weakland and Jay Haley who 
were specializing in the study of Erickson’s ways of 
changing individuals and occasionally Gregory Bateson. 
The conversations presented here which were edited by 
Jay Haley were not conducted or recorded with any idea of 
publication or with an audience in mind and therefore they 

978-193581017-9
$27.50 (p)
BK#0179

1 hour
audio CD

978-193581018-6
$29.95 (p)
BK#0186

2 hours
audio 2 CD set

978-193581019-3
$29.95 (p)
BK#0193

2 hours
audio 2 CD set

In His Own Voice on Problem Drinkers

In His Own Voice on Sex Therapy with the Male

In His Own Voice on Sex Therapy with the Female

Milton H. Erickson, MD
Edited and Narrated by Jay Haley, 
Madeleine Richeport-Haley, co-editor
Dating back to the mid 1950s some of these recorded 
conversations (which have been greatly enhanced) took 
place as part of Gregory Bateson’s research project on 
communication while others took place when Jay Haley 
consulted with Dr. Erickson about therapy. The primary 
value of these tapes lies in getting to listen to Erickson 
talk about how he did therapy and experience his style 
of communicating those ideas, his voice inflections, 
intonations and pacing.

Jay Haley, widely acclaimed as a pioneering therapist and 
master teacher was one of the founders of family therapy. 
He has degrees from the University of California and 

Stanford University and served as Professor at the University of Maryland, Howard University, 
University of Pennsylvania and Alliant International University. He passed away in 2007. He 
was Director of Family Therapy Research at the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic and Co-
Founder of the Family Therapy Institute of Washington, D.C.
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978-099283610-8
$59.95 (p)
Bk#6108

450 pages
Paperback	•	ebook

The Bumper Bundle Book of 
Modelling
NLP Modelling Made Simple 

Fran Burgess
Fran Burgess has spent the last fifteen years 
seeking to find ways of demystifying the 
process of Modelling – the beating heart of 
NLP. So here at last is her refreshing take on the 
A-Z of Modelling; covering the underpinning 
principles, the methodologies and skills, 
and the subsequent range of interventions 
which arise; plus the elusive skills of model 
and technique construction. You are taken 
on a Masterclass, from the initial exemplar to 
the final model and the techniques beyond 
that – all in clear and simple language. Full of 
original findings and illuminating frameworks, 

its comprehensive and integrated descriptions take our NLP tradecraft to a whole new level 
of understanding.

“Fran Burgess’s The Bumper Bundle Book of Modelling is an important and impressive work. 
Fran provides a comprehensive overview of the process of NLP modelling, the different 
approaches and filters through which it can be done. This book should be a foundation text 
for everyone.”

Robert Dilts: developer, author, trainer and consultant in NLP

“A great contribution to the future of NLP.”

Judy DeLozier: author and co-developer of NLP

“The book looks very good! I’m impressed!”

Stephen Gilligan PhD: author Generative Trance, co-author The Hero’s Journey

Fran Burgess is director of The Northern School of NLP, has over 25 years’ experience within 
the world of NLP. She is a UKCP registered NLPt Psychotherapist and was a Board Member of 
NLPtCA.  She was a founder member of The Professional Guild of NLP, and has been a regular 
contributor to the NLP Conference. 

978-184590733-4
$31.95 (p)
BK#7334
160 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The NLP Cookbook
50 Life Enhancing NLP Techniques 
for Coaches, Therapists and Trainers

Fran Burgess
Fran Burgess uses the metaphor of 
cooking to describe the process of 
bringing together the best ingredients in 
NLP and selecting them carefully in order 
to produce some mouth watering results. 
The recipes are grouped into sections 
depending on their purpose. Quite a few 
focus on how to shift state, with some 
of these targeting specific states like 
acceptance and anxiety.

978-099283612-2
$24.95 (p)
BK#6122
204 pages
paperback 

The Bumper Bundle 
Companion Workbook
75 Quizzes and Exercises to Flex 
Your Modelling Muscles

Fran Burgess
A workbook to accompany The Bumper 
Bundle Book of Modelling which contains 
exercises and activities to improve your 
modelling skills.

Also available:

Full Color
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978-184590860-7
$29.95 (p)
BK#8607
216 pages (est)
paperback	•	ebook
October 2014

978-184590859-1
$33.95 (p)
BK#8591
216 pages (est)
paperback	colour	•	ebook
January 2015

Clean Language in the Classroom
Julie McCracken
This book provides a comprehensive selection of step-
by-step instructions, case studies, clean questions for 
SEN and examples of how to effectively introduce Clean 
Language practice within the classroom. It aims to improve 
communication and inclusion to develop a productive 
learning environment for students and teachers alike. 
It encourages children, teachers and parents to respect 
the others and their needs. This innovative new book 
gives teachers the tools on how to include effective clean 
questions in their lesson planning based on a mini-research 
project undertaken by Julie in her own classroom with her 
pupils to discover the benefits of using clean language in 
the classroom.

Clean Language in Business
Practical Applications of Metaphor for 
Managers, Coaches and Trainers
Wendy Sullivan, Margaret Meyer and 
Paul Tosey
Clean Language in Business is a resource book of simple, 
practical ideas for anyone who wants to make a positive 
difference in organisations. Written by experts in an 
innovative approach called ‘Clean Language’, this book 
embraces the latest findings of cognitive science on the 
role of metaphor in thought. It is accessible and easy to 
use, containing 30 tried and tested applications of Clean 
Language.

978-184590125-7
$34.95 (p)
BK#1257
240 pages 
paperback	•	ebook

Clean Language
Revealing Metaphors and Opening Minds

Wendy Sullivan and Judy Rees
By asking Clean Language questions to explore the metaphors 
which underpin a person’s thinking, you can help people to 
change their lives in a way that intrinsically respects diversity 
and supports empowerment. Both you and they will gain 
profound new insights into what makes them tick. 

The approach was originally used to help clients to resolve 
deep trauma. It is now being used to get to the truth and to 
solve complex problems by some of the sharpest and most 
innovative people in the world – coaches, business people, 
educators, health professionals and many others.

Also available:

Bestseller
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978-184590895-9
$24.95 (p)
BK#8959

295 pages (est)
paperback	•	ebook
October 2014

The Cancer Revolution
Integrative Medicine (IM) The 
Future of Cancer Care 

Introduced and presented by 
Patricia Peat RGN 
The Cancer Revolution lays out the 
territory of the developing science of 
Integrative Medicine (IM) that can be a 
resource to those who have, or have had, 
cancer or indeed those wishing to avoid 
cancer.

IM is an emerging science that combines 
the use of orthodox approaches such as 
surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
with Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine (CAM) therapies to provide 
the broadest possible approach to a 
condition that is largely defying the 
efforts of orthodox medicine alone. 

 This book aims to empower people, with 
an overview of IM from specialists in the 
field that will enable cancer sufferers to 
take matters into their own hands and 
make choices for their own healthcare 
that have the potential significantly to 
impact the course of their lives.

www.yestolife.org.uk

PATRICIA PEAT
Founder of Cancer Options

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
THE FUTURE OF CANCER CARE

THE CANCER
REVOLUTION

978-184590120-2
$43.95 (p)
BK#1202
256 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Advances in the Use of 
Hypnosis in Medicine, 
Dentistry and Pain 
Prevention/Management
Edited by Donald C. Brown, MD
This comprehensive volume explores the 
biology of hypnosis and its applications in 
medicine, dentistry, and pain prevention 
and management. Drawing from 
presentations at the 6th Annual Frontiers 
of Hypnosis Assembly held in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada. The original material has 
been copiously updated and expanded for 
this volume.

978-184590080-9
$34.95 (p)
BK#0809
160 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Hypnosis and Counselling 
in the Treatment of Cancer 
and other Chronic Illness
David Frank and  
Bernard Mooney PhD
This important work discusses the 
therapeutic properties of hypnosis in the 
treatment of life-threatening diseases and 
provides crucial insights into the body’s 
healing abilities.

Also available:
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978-193581010-0
BK#0100

$14.95 (p) 
31 mins

978-193581011-7
BK#0117

$14.95 (p) 
43 mins

978-193581008-7
BK#0087

$14.95 (p) 
27 mins

978-193581009-4
BK#0094

$14.95 (p) 
40 mins

978-193581013-1
BK#0131  

$14.95 (p) 
30 mins

978-193581012-4
BK#0124

$14.95 (p) 
32 mins

Relaxation 
Techniques for 
Cooling Anger
This CD will help you calm 
down enough to repair 
marriages, avoid road rage 
and, in general, become 
proud of how well you can 

manage yourself even in the face of angry situations. It is 
designed to deepen the awareness of your strengths so 
you can recognize them more easily – one of the keys to 

Relaxation 
Techniques for 
Healing Allergies
By relaxing the body’s 
response to allergens you 
can reduce the overall 
negative effects of the 
exposure to an allergy. Many 

studies have shown the effectiveness of this approach and 
it has also been demonstrated over and over clinically by 
people who used these techniques to lower their symptoms 

Relaxation 
Techniques for 
Healing from 
Trauma
Traumas such as car crashes, 
accidents, sexual abuse, 
physical abuse and illness, 

whether physical or emotional, tend to cause a person to 
blame themselves, no matter how innocent they actually 
are. This CD is designed to help you relax and let go of 
unwanted fears and/or blame as well as the resulting self 
destructive behaviours that can follow traumatic events 

Relaxation 
Techniques for 
Healing Migraine 
Headaches
Learning the relaxation 
techniques on this CD, which 
are designed especially 

for headaches, will help reduce or eliminate migraine 
headaches completely. The secret is to relax in such a way 
as to prevent the onset of migraines. Consequently it is 
recommended that you listen to this CD during times when 
you are free from a headache.

Relaxation 
Techniques 
for Reclaiming 
Natural Sleep
When normal sleep patterns 
have been interrupted, 
learning to relax in some 

deeper ways can assist in  breaking negative patterns 
and re-establishing the natural sleep that your body was 
designed for. This CD has been shown to help individuals 
reclaim natural and normal sleep after bouts of insomnia. 

Relaxation 
Techniques 
for Relieving 
Loneliness
Designed to teach and 
evoke relaxation in order 
to eliminate the sting of 

loneliness so that you can make better decisions that 
will result in positive relationships and allow you to feel 
better while doing it. This CD has been shown to be very 
successful in helping people set aside loneliness, get on 
with life and to make new friends and relationships.

John Lentz Relaxation Techniques CDs enable listeners to relax and use more of their own internal resources to improve their lives. By learning and applying new relaxation techniques in your life you 
will also be calmer, more confident and effective. The CDs are most effective if played repeatedly for a week or two, and then periodically once or twice a month for a few months.

John D. Lentz, D.Min, is both a licensed therapist and an ordained minister in Hardin County, Kentucky. His ministry includes directing the Ericksonian Institute of Jeffersonville, Indiana, where 
he practices marriage and family therapy and teaches hypnosis for use in clinical settings. Note: The CDs may contain some religious references. 
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978-193581004-9
$39.95 (p)
BK#0049
232 pages
paperback

Contemporary Treatment 
of Adult Male Sex 
Offenders
Mark S. Carich and 
Martin C. Calder
This book identifies the key components 
of sex offender treatment, exploring 
the key elements of each while making 
practical suggestions on how to approach 
them. Contents includes: an introduction 
to sex offender treatment; assessment 
considerations; groupwork; relapse 
prevention approaches; aftercare and 
risk assessment and more. Approaches 
covered: rational emotive therapy, 
enhancing victim empathy, arousal control 
via behavioral interventions and identifying 
and stopping the sexual assault cycle.

978-193581020-9
$60.00 (p)
Bk#0209

154 pages
paperback

The Self-Regulation Model of the Offense and Relapse 
Process: Volume 3
Pamela M. Yates, Drew A. Kingston, and Tony Ward
This manual is a guide to assessment and treatment planning using the integrated Good 
Lives/Self-Regulation Model of sexual offending. It is the companion text to Volume I 
(Assessment) and Volume II (Treatment) of this series.  It is designed for use by clinicians 
who are experienced in risk assessment and cognitive-behavioral treatment of sex offenders 
and who are well-versed in both the GLM and SRM. It is intended for use as part of a broad, 
comprehensive assessment protocol for the treatment of sexual offenders that also includes 
assessment of risk and other clinical factors associated with offending and with treatment 
planning.

Also available:

978-184590017-5
$44.95
BK#0170
240 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Advanced Skills and 
Interventions in 
Therapeutic Counselling
Gordon Emmerson PhD
Advanced Skills and Interventions in 
Therapeutic Counselling provides the 
reader with an understanding of the 
personality, and reviews fundamentals of 
the counselling process, such as the set 
up of the counselling room, attending 
behaviour, and advanced active listening 
skills. It gives the reader a means to 
assess clients so the direction of therapy 
is clear, and it provides illustrations for 
each general direction of the therapeutic 
process.
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978-184590390-9
$18.95 (t)
BK#3909

304 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-095476641-2
$39.95 (t)
BK#6412

272 pages
full	color	hardback	•	ebook

Whether you want to stop drinking altogether or simply wish to change your relationship with 
alcohol in the short term, this book will open your mind and show you an incredibly simply way 
to Kick The Drink!

“ I read your book last summer and I haven’t drank since, more importantly I haven’t wanted to, 
much to the surprise and admiration of many. I feel more alive, more confident, happier, fitter 
and younger than I have for years …”

“ It is difficult to know exactly where to start so I guess simplest is best…THANK YOU. It seems 
such a small word for what you’ve helped me achieve – TOTAL FREEDOM from alcohol.” 

“ I don’t know whether to shake your hand or punch you in the face! Read the book and I just 
don’t want to drink …what have you done to me. Since stopping I just feel so alive, I’ve also 
dropped over 20lbs in weight, so another wonderful side effect – THANK YOU.”

Juice Master to the stars and number 1 best-selling author Jason Vale has squeezed over 100 
funky ‘n’ fresh juice and smoothie recipes into this latest book. There’s something for Gym 
Bunnies and a Kids Corner, as well as a Dr Juice section covering various health conditions and 
giving specific juices and smoothies for: high blood pressure, asthma, hay fever, psoriasis, arthritis, 
diabetes, digestion and many, many more. 

Warm up your juicer, dust off your blender and brace your taste buds for the most mouth-
wateringly tantalizing fruit and veggie fusions ever created. Includes a special ‘Celebrity Juice’ 
section, with juice and smoothie concoctions from Katie Price, Beverley Knight and other 
‘celebrity juicers’.

Jason Vale is a number one best-selling author of 7lbs in 7 Days Super Juice Diet (978-
000777165-3). His books have sold over 2 million copies worldwide. He is a leading authority on 
addiction, health and most importantly juicing. He regularly features on TV, radio and press.

“The Jamie Oliver of Juice” OK Magazine

Kick the Drink… Easily!
Jason Vale

The Funky Fresh  
Juice Book
Jason ValeJason Vale

Jason Vale’s  
approach works the mail

from number one bestselling author

KicK 
The 
DrinK…
easily!

Bestseller
Bestseller
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978-184590286-5
$34.95 (p)
BK#2865

288 pages
hardback	•	ebook

The Hero’s Journey
A Voyage of Self Discovery

Stephen Gilligan and Robert Dilts

Stephen Gilligan and Robert Dilts take 
you on a voyage of self-discovery. The 
Hero’s Journey examines the questions: 
How can you live a meaningful life? What 
is the deepest life you are called to live, 
and how can you respond to that call? 

This book is about how to discover your calling 
and how to embark on the path of learning 
and transformation that will reconnect 
you with your spirit, transform limiting 
beliefs and habits, heal emotional wounds 
and physical symptoms, deepen intimacy, 
and improve self-image and self-love. The 
challenges we inevitably meet along this 
path compel us to develop and think in new 
ways and push us outside our comfort zone. 

The Hero’s Journey takes the form of 
a transcript of a four day workshop 

conducted by Stephen and Robert. You will become  so absorbed by the experiences 
of the participants that you will feel you are actually there. Here you will find a wonderful 
voyage of discovery for everyone who thinks that, ‘there must be more to life than this’.

Stephen Gilligan and Robert Dilts were among the first group of students that 
gathered around John Grinder and Richard Bandler at the foundation of Neuro-
Linguistic Programming at U. C. Santa Cruz in the mid 1970s. They both had the 
privilege of having Milton Erickson and Gregory Bateson as teachers and mentors.

978-184590781-5
$39.95 (p)
BK#7815

290 pages
hardback	•	ebook

Generative Trance
The Experience of 
Creative Flow

Stephen Gilligan
This major new work from renowned author 
and trainer Stephen Gilligan reveals how life 
can be lived as a great journey of consciousness. 
The author emphasizes that reality and identity 
are constructed by ourselves, and explains 
how generative trance is crucial in creating 
new realities and possibilities for clients. It is a 
view that differs markedly from the traditional 
hypnosis ideas of a client losing control, as 
well as from Ericksonian approaches that 
feature a benevolent hypnotist who bypasses 
the conscious mind to work with a client’s 
unconscious mind. Instead, generative trance 
stresses a “disciplined flow” process in which 
a person’s conscious and unconscious minds 
cooperate to weave a higher consciousness 
capable of transformational change. 

Generative Trance offers a framework for 
developing this creative consciousness, including a step by step processes for creating 
it. Stephen Gilligan has been developing this work over the past thirty five years, first as a 
protégé of the great hypnotherapist Milton Erickson, and then as the originator of the post-
Ericksonian approaches of Self-Relations and Generative Self.

William James used to say that ‘the unconscious mind is the horse and conscious mind is the 
rider: it’s the relationship between the two that is most important.’ This book shows you how 
to harness the relationship for a much more powerful and effective therapeutic intervention.

“Steve Gilligan is the closest I’ve ever experienced to being with Erickson. He delivers a tour-
de-force of the latest thinking of third generation hypnosis in a charming and organized way. 
I continue to learn from Gilligan and look forward to returning to this book again and again.”  

Bill O’Hanlon, author of Taproots: An Uncommon Casebook

Bestseller
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978-184590802-7
$27.95 (p)
BK#8027
240 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Beliefs – Second Edition
Pathways to Health and Well-Being

Robert Dilts, Tim Hallbom and Suzi 
Smith
BELIEFS are the foundation of everyone’s 
personal outcomes. This second edition of 
Beliefs: Pathways to Health & Well-Being includes 
new and updated material and offers leading 
edge technologies that rapidly and effectively 
identify and remodel limiting beliefs.

“ The combined work of the three authors with 
their vast experience will be of benefit to 
sufferers, carers and professional therapists 
alike.”

Ursula Markham, Founder and  
Principal of The Hypnothink Foundation

Origins
Of

the

neurO
linguistic

prOgramming

edited by John grinder and frank pucelik
prologue and epilogue by carmen Bostic st clair

The Origins of Neuro 
Linguistic Programming
Edited by John Grinder and 

Frank Pucelik  
prologue and epilogue by 

Carmen Bostic St Clair 

This book brings together the recollections and 
thoughts of some of the main protagonists from 
the very early days of NLP. 

John and Frank have each contributed their 
own substantial chapters, John has written 
two commentaries and has been somewhat 
forthright in his views about how the methods 
and the work of the early pioneers are not 
reflected in much of today’s practice. We also 
have chapters from Terry McClendon, Judith 
Delozier, David R. Wick, Byron Lewis, Stephen 
Gilligan, James Eicher and Robert Dilts.

978-184590858-4
$29.95 (p)
Bk#8584
296 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590803-4
$27.95 (p)
BK#8034
176 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Magic of NLP Demystified  – 
Second Edition
Byron Lewis
With new and updated material this is the 
second edition of a work which has long been 
regarded as one of the best introductions 
to NLP and, in particular, its Language of 
Communication model, available. It introduces 
the reader to a remarkable new approach 
to the study of human communications and 
therapeutic change.

“It is a fantastic, simple to read introduction to 
some of the most important communication 
models that Neuro Linguistic Programming has 
to offer.”

David Shephard, Certified Master Trainer Of NLP, 
President of The American Board Of NLP

978-190697346-9
$29.95 (p)
Bk#3469 
75 min
DVD

The Early Days 
of NLP
Robert Dilts and 
Tim Halbom
This fast-paced DVD is 
a “must have” for any 
serious student of NLP as 
it provides a great insight 
into the early history of 
NLP from two people 
who were there. So take 
a bit of a “time-machine” 
trip a go back to where it 
all began.

New New 
Edition

New 
Edition
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978-091817255-6
$29.95 (p)
BK#2556
360 pages
paperback with DVD

978-184590029-8
$21.95 (p)
BK#0298

978-190442491-8
$69.95 (p)
BK#4918

624 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-190442496-3
$51.95 (p)
BK#4963
416 pages
hardback

Milton H Erickson MD
An American Healer

Edited by Betty Alice Erickson 
and Bradford Keeney
The spirit of Milton Erickson lives in this 
book by his family and colleagues. It is 
written from a different perspective as it 
is the first book written by a member of 
the family about Milton H Erickson. It talks 
about Milton, the man, rather than his 
psychotherapeutic techniques. A perfect 
book for therapists, doctors, teachers, and 
parents - showing them how to see deeply 
into another’s situation and find the words, 
sensible or serendipitous, to calm and heal.

Ericksonian Approaches  
– Companion CD:  
Exercises and Demonstrations 
Rubin Battino MS and  
Thomas L. South PhD
An outstanding demonstration of the correct and 
incorrect delivery of trance induction and metaphor. 
Can be used on its own or as a companion to the 
best-selling Ericksonian Approaches: A Comprehensive 
Manual.

Track 1: a demonstration of correct and incorrect 
deliveries of trance induction

Track 2: a demonstration of multiple embedded 
metaphor and basic floating hand induction

Ericksonian Approaches  
– Second Edition
A Comprehensive 
Manual

Rubin Battino MS and  
Thomas L. South PhD
This outstanding manual on Ericksonian 
hypnotherapy has been thoroughly revised and 
updated. There are two new chapters - one on 
Metaphor Therapy and Guided Metaphor and the 
other on Ernest Rossi`s work on the psychobiology 
of gene expression. The latter chapter also contains 
a section on the brain and hypnosis. Thomas 
South has extended his chapter on utilization with 
another section on pain control and the chapter 
on ethics and the law has also been significantly   
updated. The Wisdom of  

Milton H. Erickson
The Complete Volume

Ronald Havens PhD
Milton H. Erickson was one of the 
most creative, dynamic and effective 
hypnotherapists and psychotherapists of the 
twentieth century. Gleaned from the records 
of over 140 publications and lectures given 
by Erickson during his career, this outstanding 
work of research extracts the core wisdom of 
his life-long work.

Bestseller
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978-184590440-1
$34.95 (p) 
BK#4401
386 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590439-5
$29.95 (p)
BK#4395
240 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Art of Hypnotherapy -
Fourth Edition
Mastering Client-Centered Techniques

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt
Now in its fourth edition, this classic text is a comprehensive 
guide to the practice of client-centered hypnotherapy. 
The Art of Hypnotherapy shows students how all hypnotic 
techniques revolve around four main therapeutic objectives: 
Suggestion and Imagery; Discovering the Cause; Releasing 
and Subconscious Relearning.

New features in this edition include sections on anger, 
impotence, stuttering and tinnitus, and a section on how to 
help a client establish a safe place and why this is important. 
Also covered is the use of hypnosis in habit control and 
motivation and how triggers impact habits.

The Art of Hypnosis - Third Edition
Mastering Basic Techniques

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt
The ‘Grand Master’ of Hypnotherapy, the late Charles 
Tebbetts, was a master teacher of hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy. Tebbetts’ training has formed the basis of a 
large number of hypnotherapy courses taught in America 
and Europe. Roy Hunter, expert in the field of hypnosis, 
has based this book on the first part of Tebbetts’ hypnosis 
training, Mastering Basic Techniques.

Easy to read and understand, even for the novice, the book 
starts with the fundamentals of hypnosis, introduces the 
reader to the many facets of hypnotic technique and also 
provides in-depth and practical information on achieving 
maximum results in a hypnotic session. 

978-184590851-5
$34.95 (p)
BK#8515
242 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Art of Hypnotic Regression 
Therapy
A Clinical Guide

C. Roy Hunter MS CHt and Bruce Eimer PhD
Hypnotic Regression Therapy, or HRT, is a type of 
hypnotherapy in which, following the induction of a good 
trance state, specialized suggestions are given to guide 
the client in reviewing and emotionally reframing earlier 
experiences that have either caused or contributed to the 
client’s current symptoms. HRT is considered one of the 
most valuable hypnotherapy techniques available today, 
yet it remains controversial, partly due to inadequate 
training of psychotherapists and hypnotherapists which 
has contributed to numerous cases of false memory 
syndrome.

See pages 26 & 30 for other titles by C. Roy Hunter

Bestseller Bestseller
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978-184590292-6
$24.95 (p)
BK#2926
150 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590846-1
$49.95 (p)
BK#8461
DVD

Techniques of Hypnotic 
Induction
George Gafner, MSW, LCSW
Contains both direct and indirect inductions. 
The direct inductions are guided imagery 
experiences that invite clients to imagine 
immersing themselves in a structured 
experience. Other clients though, appreciate 
less structure. They do not like to be told 
what to feel. These clients may not like 
guided imagery inductions but instead, 
respond well to story inductions, as they 
appreciate an approach that permits them 
to experience any variety of hypnotic 
phenomena of their choosing. 

Rapid Hypnotic Inductions
Demonstrations and Applications

Gabor Filo
In this era of instant gratification, sound bites, 
and technology driven attention deficits, five 
minutes is an eternity. Hypnosis has been 
considered time intensive, but does it have 
to be? This fascinating series of nine actual 
demonstrations by Dr. Filo includes some 
verbal, non-verbal, and physical inductions. 
Also included is a 16 page Learning Guide 
explaining each of the demonstrations. 
Although some of the filming and sound 
quality are not of the highest quality, this 
is still an extremely useful guide to rapid 
inductions.

No Fears, No Tears DVD
Leora Kuttner, PhD
Eight courageous children with cancer, 
ages 3 to 12, demonstrate ways in which 
the natural abilities of the mind can be 
enlisted to help ease physical pain.

No Fears, No Tears: 13 Years 
later DVD
Leora Kuttner, PhD

2-DVD combined set

978-193581000-1     $49.95 (p) 
BK#0001      DVD, 30 minutes

978-193581001-8     $59.95 (p) 
BK#0018     DVD, 47 minutes

978-184590023-6
$49.95 (p)
Bk#0235
DVD, 60 minutes

Milton H. Erickson, MD 
Explorer in Hypnosis and 
Therapy
Jay Haley and  
Madeleine Richeport-Haley
Narrated by Jay Haley, this 60-minute 
documentary offers an intimate and 
far-reaching portrait of this remarkable 
individual’s life and work. You’ll learn how 
Erickson overcame numerous adversities in 
his early life – dyslexia, complete paralysis 
from polio at age 17, and chronic pain – 
and how these events formed the genesis 
of his development as an innovator in 
hypnosis and therapy.

978-193581002-5
$99.95 (p)     Bk#0025
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978-184590391-6
$51.95 (p)
BK#3916
296 pages
hardback 

978-184590139-4
$49.95 (p)
BK#1394
256 pages
hardback 

More Scripts & Strategies 
in Hypnotherapy
Lynda Hudson
This collection of brand new general 
scripts is from Lynda Hudson. The book 
comprehensively covers many areas. In 
addition, Lynda covers the use of hypnotic 
language and suggestions for varying 
scripts for particular clients. Unique to this 
book is a narrative detailing what each 
script is doing and how it is designed 
to work. This volume is an outstanding 
complement to Roger Allen’s now classic 
Scripts and Strategies in Hypnotherapy 
and will be welcomed by beginner and 

Scripts & Strategies in 
Hypnotherapy with 
Children
for use with children and young 
people aged 5 to 15

Lynda Hudson
A handbook for therapists that contains 
everything needed when using hypnotherapy 
with children and young people. In addition 
to providing a collection of highly usable 
hypnotic scripts for children from six to 
sixteen, it offers an easy to follow, solution - 
focused way to structure treatment sessions.

978-184590072-4
$41.95 (p)
BK#0724
184 pages
hardback 

Healing Scripts
Using Hypnosis to Treat Trauma and 
Stress

Marlene E. Hunter
Healing Scripts focuses on the use of 
hypnotherapy to help trauma victims 
recover as well as helping individuals who 
are suffering from acute stress disorders. 
The field of trauma and stress treatment 
is constantly searching for new ideas and 
solutions and the hypnotic interventions 
detailed in this volume are designed 
to treat the source of the pain and the 
anguish of trauma so that clients with long 
term problems can finally be offered some 

978-190442421-5
$49.95 (p)
Bk#421X
352 pages
hardback 

Scripts & Strategies in 
Hypnotherapy
The Complete Works

Roger P. Allen
A comprehensive source of scripts 
and strategies that can be used by 
hypnotherapists of all levels of experience 
to build a successful framework for any 
therapy session. It covers inductions, 
deepeners and actual scripts for a wide 
range of problems from nail-biting to 
insomnia, sports performance to past 
life recall, pain management to resolving 
sexual problems. There is a particularly 
comprehensive section on smoking 
cessation. All scripts can be used as they 
stand or adapted for specific situations.

Bestseller
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978-184590036-6
$49.95 (p)
Bk#0367
DVD, 70 minutes

978-184590436-4
$49.95 (p)
BK#4364
416 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Hypnosis in Pediatric 
Practice
Imaginative Medicine in Action

Laurence Sugarman MD
A 70-minute DVD that demonstrates the 
use of a variety of hypnotic techniques 
with children. The use of hypnosis can 
comfort children and adolescents during 
procedures, injections and examinations, 
and help them to manage stress and cope 
with chronic disease. The DVD includes 
eight actual sessions with children ranging 
from age 7 to 16 and clearly shows the 
benefits to both child and family.

A Child in Pain
What Health Professionals Can Do 
to Help

Leora Kuttner, PhD
Foreword by Lonnie Zeltzer, MD, 
Afterword by Neil L. Schecter, MD 
This comprehensive book will help 
professionals gain understanding and skill 
in how to approach and treat children’s 
pain, and how to help children make sense 
of and deal with their own pain. Pain is the 
most common reason for children to seek 
a medical consultation - and sometimes a 
common reason for avoiding it. 

978-184590873-7
$59.95 (p)
BK#8737

556 pages
hardback	•	ebook

Therapeutic 
Hypnosis with 
Children and 
Adolescents – Second Edition
Edited by Laurence I. Sugarman MD 
& William C. Wester II EdD
In this completely revised, updated and 
expanded volume, the editors have brought 
together some of the field’s most outstanding 
contributors to examine the wide-ranging 
applications and promise of the use of 
hypnosis with children. The book develops core 
principles of clinical hypnosis with children and 
adolescents and each contributor delineates 
how they apply these precepts in a range of 
psychological and medical settings. The result 
is a constellation of perspectives and clinical 
applications that move the reader beyond 
literature review to practical advice.

In Part 1 the broad framework of hypnosis with 
children is elucidated: concepts, developmental considerations, approaches to induction, 
hypnotic ability, hypnosis with families and ethical considerations are reviewed. Additionally, 
the implications of a developmental perspective in hypnosis are extrapolated to work with 
adults. Parts 2 and 3 illuminate key psychological and medical applications of hypnosis. In 
the psychological realm, trauma, habit disorders, somatoform disorders, depression, anxiety 
and behavioural disorders are scrutinized. A particularly original chapter explores the use of 
clinical hypnosis with the family as the patient. The medical section describes the integration 
of hypnosis from acute care settings to the operating room; in pain management, chronic 
diseases, elimination disorders, recurrent pain and palliative care.

This unique combination of literature review, diverse clinical perspective, and ‘how-to-do-
it’ clinical integration makes the second edition an essential book required on the desk 
of all clinicians who strive to build person-centred, creative, mind-body therapies into 
their clinical care of children and adolescents. It will be of immeasurable value to both the 
experienced clinician and the beginning practitioner.

Original ISBN 9781845900373 

Therapeutic 
Hypnosis with 
Children and 
Adolescents
Second Edition

Edited by 
Laurence I. Sugarman, MD

and 
William C. Wester, II, EdD 

New 
Edition
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978-184590726-6
$45.95 (p)
BK#7266
176 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590117-2
$49.95 (p)
BK#1172
192 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-184590850-8
$29.95 (p)
Bk#8508
playing card
52 cards, boxed

Harry the Hypno-potamus
Metaphorical Tales for the Treatment of Children

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP 
Harry the Hypno-potamus is a collection of metaphorical 
stories that rely on hypnosis and other relaxation 
techniques to deal with a wide variety of physical and 
behavioural problems faced by children of all ages. The 32 
illustrated stories feature animals in the Ashland Zoo that 
rely on the guidance and support of Dr. Dan, the zoo’s vet, 
to help master their problems.

Harry the Hypno-potamus
More Metaphorical Tales for Children – Volume 2

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP 
This second book of metaphors for children will entertain and 
delight while the therapeutic message, cleverly embedded in 
the story, slips into the unconscious mind of the child. The 
tales enhance empowerment by exposing children to new 
possibilities, new perspectives and differing philosophies. 
For the clinician, the metaphors offer a treasure trove of 
techniques and hypnotic language that can be adapted for a 
variety of situations and problems.

Harry the Hypno-potamus
Imagination Cards

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP 
Based on the best-selling 2 volume set, Harry the Hypno-
potamus: Metaphorical Tales for Children, this deck of 
playingcards features animals found in a zoo. But it is 
more than just animal pictures. Each card has a unique 
self-regulation skill for children that include breathing 
techniques, muscle relaxation techniques, mental imagery 
or ego-strengthening – all of which are designed to be non-
threatening to a child.

They can be effectively used by clinicians, teachers, parents or 
by the children themselves. By following the instructions on 
each card, children can learn to self-regulate themselves. Make 
up your own games with this full 52-card deck or follow the 
included instructions.

Bestseller
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978-184590465-4
$34.95 (p)
BK#4654
316 pages
paperback	with	CD	•	ebook

978-184590087-8
$26.95 (t)
BK#0878
256 pages
paperback	with	CD	•	ebook

978-190442454-3
$33.95 (p)
BK#4543
267 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Mastering the Power  
of Self-Hypnosis  
Second Edition
A Practical Guide to Self 
Empowerment

C. Roy Hunter MS, CHt
Some books tell you what to change in order 
to change your life. This one tells you how! 
The secret to success lies deeply buried in the 
unconscious, and one of the world’s foremost 
hypnotherapists will show you point by point 
how to make a commitment to change, get 
motivated and alter the ingrained negative 
‘programming’ that’s holding you back.

Hypnotize Yourself Out of 
Pain Now! Second Edition
A Powerful, User-Friendly Program 
for Anyone Searching for Immediate 
Pain Relief

Bruce N. Eimer PhD ABPP
This book focuses on your role in being your 
own healer and looks at ways to improve 
your relationship with yourself. It will help 
you explore a wide range of self-hypnosis 
techniques for helping you to improve your 
ability to cope with and manage discomfort 
so that you can live more comfortably.

Self Hypnosis for Cosmic 
Consciousness
Achieving Altered States, Mystical 
Experiences, and Spiritual 
Enlightenment

Ronald Havens PhD
This book describes procedures designed 
to induce spiritual or mystical experiences 
and altered states of consciousness. They 
offer an unbiased and expansive view of 
the world that challenges and replaces our 
limited way of knowing and perceiving. 

978-184590073-1
$24.95 (t)
Bk#0731
audio CD

Stress Free Surgery 
2 CD Set
A Self Relaxation Program to Help 
You Prepare for and Recover from 
Surgery 

Linda Thomson PhD MSN CPNP
This set contains two CDs, one to play pre-
surgery to reduce stress and anxiety and to 
sow the seeds of rapid recovery, and one 
to play post surgery to further promote 
healing and recovery.
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978-184590291-9
$24.95 (p)
BK#2919
144 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-190442493-2
$44.95 (p)
BK#4937
288 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-184590096-0
$54.95 (p)
BK#0960
400 pages 
paperback	+	CD	•	ebook

978-098235736-1
$29.95 (p)
BK#7361
160 pages
paperback	•	ebook

101 things I wish I’d known 
when I started using 
hypnosis
Dabney Ewin
This simple but immensely powerful book 
is a testament to all the ideas that Dr Ewin 
wished he had known about when he first 
starting practising hypnosis. He has sought 
to make this publication as little as possible, 
consistent with the message of seeking to 
take a complicated idea and presenting it in 
the simplest way.

Hope & Resiliency
Understanding the 
Psychotherapeutic Strategies of  
Milton H. Erickson MD

Dan Short PhD, Betty Alice 
Erickson MS LPC and  
Roxanna Erickson Klein RN PhD
Milton H. Erickson is most commonly 
examined through the lens of hypnosis. 
This book takes a much broader approach 
and defines several key components 
that made him successful as a therapist. 
The fundamental strategies described 
are relevant to all mental health care 
professionals.

The Fertile Body Method: A 
Practitioner’s Manual
The applications of hypnosis in 
mind-body approaches to fertility

Sjanie Hugo BA, D.HYP, PGD.HYP, 
MBSCH
The first complete guide to working with 
fertility and related issues using hypnosis 
and other mind-body approaches. It offers 
in-depth information about infertility and its 
possible causes, provides practitioners with a 
thorough understanding of all related issues 
and effective techniques for treating them.

Hypnotically Enhanced 
Treatment for Addictions
Alcohol Abuse, Drug Abuse, 
Gambling, Weight Control, and 
Smoking Cessation

Joseph Tramontana PhD
This book offers new strategies, techniques, 
and scripts as well as reviewing traditional 
methods of treating addictions in an 
outpatient population. Including: cognitive-
behavioral techniques, reframing and other 
NLP techniques, systematic desensitization, 
covert sensitization, 12-step-programs, 
guided imagery and meditation, and more.

Bestseller
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978-184590074-8
$47.95 (p)
BK#0748
278 pages 
paperback	with	CD-ROM	•	ebook

978-184590077-9
$49.95 (p)
BK#0779
200 pages
paperback	with	CD-ROM	•	ebook

978-184590031-1
$47.95 (p)
BK#0311
318 pages
paperback	with	CD-ROM	•	ebook

978-184590078-6
$14.95 (p)
Bk#0786
audio CD, 70 mins

Hypnosis for Smoking 
Cessation
An NLP and Hypnotherapy 
Practitioner’s Manual

David Botsford 
This is one of the first books written for 
Hypnotherapy and NLP Practitioners that 
is devoted entirely to the use of these 
techniques in enabling smokers to quit. 
Written by a Harley Street hypnotherapist it 
combines Ericksonian hypnotherapy and NLP 
with techniques from cognitive therapy, Yoga 
and stress management, dealing with every 
possible situation in smoking cessation.

Treating Stress and Anxiety
A Practitioner’s Guide to Evidence-
Based Approaches 

Lillian Nejad and Katerina Volny
A practical guide to evidence-based 
techniques that help reduce stress and 
anxiety as well as enhance quality of life. The 
techniques discussed are aimed at adults 
and help clinicians deliver best practice 
treatments to individuals and groups with 
anxiety and stress related issues, as well as 
those who would generally benefit from 
building up their emotional resilience.

The Weight, Hypnotherapy 
and YOU Weight Reduction 
Program
An NLP and Hypnotherapy 
Practitioner’s Manual

Judith E. Pearson PhD
The Weight, Hypnotherapy and YOU Weight 
Reduction Program gives practitioners a 
complete, fully scripted, ready-to-use weight 
reduction program that addresses the near 
epidemic problem of obesity in adults.

Includes a free client workbook on CD

Relaxation Techniques
Reduce Stress and Anxiety and 
Enhance Well-Being

Lillian Nejad and Katerina Volny
Designed as an introduction to relaxation 
exercises that have been shown to be 
effective in reducing and managing the 
symptoms of stress and anxiety. It can 
be used independently or in conjunction 
with psychotherapy. The program contains 
seven simple yet powerful techniques to 
help you experience everyday relaxation 
and each exercise is preceded by clear and 
simple instructions for it’s use. By repeated 
practice of the relaxation exercises the 
listener can overcome stress and anxiety for 
a more healthful, improved lifestyle.

Bestselling 

CD

Bestseller
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978-184590121-9
$49.95 (p)
BK#1219
392 pages
paperback

The Answer Within
A Clinical Framework of Ericksonian 
Hypnotherapy

Stephen R. Lankton and Carol 
Hicks Lankton
The Answer Within illuminates the genius 
of Milton H. Erickson as a psychotherapist 
and demonstrates how the principles that 
anchored his creativity can be incorporated 
into an effective therapeutic approach that 
is both flexible and grounded.

978-189983645-1
$39.95 (p)
BK#6451
240 pages 
hardback	•	ebook

Hypnosis
A Comprehensive Guide

Tad James MS PhD with 
Lorraine Flores and  
Jack Schober
This practical book makes three radically 
different types of hypnosis easy to use 
in daily hypnotic work, exploring the 
methods of Milton H. Erickson, George 
Estabrooks and David Elman, presenting 
them in such a way as to allow a clear and 
accessible understanding. 

978-184590285-8
$32.95 (p)
BK#2858
304 pages 
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590032-8
$51.95 (p)
BK#0328
232 pages 
hardback	•	ebook

Hypnotic Language
Its Structure And Use

John Burton EdD and  
Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
Milton Erickson’s complex language 
patterns form a major part of most 
therapists’ work. This remarkable book 
develops the language further and includes 
comprehensive scripts and case studies.

“ Should be part of every therapist’s tool 
chest.”

Jeanie Phillips, MA LPC

Understanding Advanced 
Hypnotic Language 
Patterns
A Comprehensive Guide

John Burton EdD
Dissects and describes the conceptual 
ingredients that construct hypnotic 
language. Clinical case examples and 
dozens of hypnotic language scripts 
are provided to illustrate the identified 
principles.

Bestseller
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978-184590122-6
$39.95 (p)
BK#1226
270 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-190442460-4
$44.95 (p)
Bk#4600
208 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-184590079-3
$31.95 (p)
BK#0793
232 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Foundations of Clinical 
Hypnosis
From Theory to Practice

Edwin K. Yager PhD
This comprehensive volume is certain to 
become an invaluable textbook in the 
burgeoning field of clinical hypnosis. Dr. 
Yager has put together an impressive table of 
contents covering much of everything there 
is to know about how to translate theory into 
practice across the range of clinical settings. 
His clear and thoughtful perspective will 
inform those who are new to the field and 
expand the understanding of those who have 
more experience. 

Hypnosis for Inner Conflict 
Resolution
Introducing Parts Therapy

Roy Hunter MS FAPHP
Increasing numbers of therapists around 
the world are discovering the benefits of 
parts therapy and its variations to help 
clients get past personal barriers. Variations 
of parts therapy such as ego state therapy 
or voice dialogue are already used by many 
psychotherapists and psychologists who also 
use hypnosis in their practices. This book will 
provide therapists with the added knowledge 
of parts therapy.

Ego State Therapy
Gordon Emmerson PhD
Emmerson’s innovative book presents the 
theory and practice of working with ego 
states, helping to understand them, recognize 
and use them.

“will be a very valuable addition to the 
subject”

Professor V M Mathew, MBBS DTM&H DPM 
MRCPsych MPhil, Consultant Psychiatrist and 

Clinical Director, West Kent NHS and Social 
Care Trust

978-190442428-4
$69.95 (p)
Bk#4287
610 pages 
hardback + CD

The Art of Therapeutic 
Communication
The Collected Works of Kay F. 
Thompson

Saralee Kane MSW and 
Karen Olness MD
Here are some of Kay Thompson’s most 
comprehensive discussions on the use of 
hypnosis in medical and dental settings, 
representing some of the best material 
available for the practicing clinician on the 
use of hypnosis in pain management and 
pain control. Included are numerous case 
studies and clinical vignettes. Also includes 
a 60-minute CD of her most important 
lectures and teachings.
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978-096562183-0
$44.95 (p)
Bk#1830 
312 pages
hardback

978-096562181-6
$59.95 (p)
Bk#1812 
432 Pages
hardback

978-096562182-3
$59.95 (p)
Bk#1823 
448 pages
hardback

Become the Dream
The Transforming Power of 
Hypnotic Dreamwork, 2nd 
Edition

Randal Churchill
In this expanded and updated 
edition, the author introduces 
a revolutionary combination 
of therapies that brings Gestalt 
dreamwork together with 
hypnosis. This is a powerful 
and practical teaching 
tool for hypnotherapists, 
psychotherapists, counselors, 
Gestalt therapists, and 
dreamworkers.

Regression 
Hypnotherapy
Transcripts of 
Transformation, Volume 1

Randal Churchill
In this highly readable and 
responsible guide for beginning 
and experienced hypnotherapists 
and clinicians, theory is 
combined with actual transcripts, 
bringing the reader an inside look 
at a wide range of sessions in 
which the author demonstrates 
the remarkable potential of 
regression hypnotherapy.

Catharsis in 
Regression 
Hypnotherapy
Transcripts of 
Transformation, Volume II

Randal Churchill
This volume explores issues 
and examples of working 
through exceptionally strong 
expressions of emotion. This 
volume combines theory with 
a generous series of transcripts 
of actual sessions, giving the 
reader a close-up view of a wide 
variety of issues and situations 
that demonstrate the remarkable 
potential of this work.

978-095436640-7 
$28.95 (p)
Bk#6407
194 pages
paperback 

978-095436641-4
$28.95 (p)
Bk#6414
228 pages
paperback 

Wordweaving 
(Volume I: The Science 
of Suggestion) A 
Comprehensive Guide 
to Creating Hypnotic 
Language

Trevor Silvester
For years hypnotherapists have 
used scripts that are aimed 
at a particular problem, like 
smoking or weight loss, rather 
than focusing on the client who 
smokes or has weight issues. 
This book will free you from the 
constraints of scripts and enable 
you to use your creative skill 
to weave suggestive words to 
empower your clients.

The Question is the 
Answer 
(Wordweaving, Vol. II)

Trevor Silvester
In Volume II: The Question is the 
Answer, Trevor Silvester shows 
you how to ask the questions that 
provide you with the information 
you need to create hypnotic 
language patterns specifically 
for each client, and guide them 
to finding their own answers to 
life’s problems. Using three simple 
questions, you can uncover the 
pattern of a client’s issue, and also 
create their evidence for recovery.
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978-190504518-1
$139.95 (p)
Bk#5181 
4-CD set 

978-190504513-6
$189.95 (p)
Bk#5136 
6-CD set

978-190504515-0
$139.95 (p)
Bk#5150 
4-CD set

The Hypnotic 
Language 
Masterclass CD Set
Jamie Smart
This is an extremely 
comprehensive hypnosis Master 
Class on the use of hypnotic 
language. In this program, you 
will hear Jamie working with a 
group of training delegates in 
a one day hypnotic language 
master class.

The Secrets of 
Hypnosis CD Set
Jamie Smart
Listening to these six CDs, you’re 
going to discover: How hypnosis 
works, 10 rapid inductions, the 
three barriers, the language of 
trance, nested loops and stacking 
realities, embedded commands, 
your most powerful hypnosis 
tool, utilization, conversational 
techniques, conscious/
unconscious dissociation, self 
hypnosis, Ericksonian techniques, 
pattern interrupts, hypnotic 
metaphors, and more.

The Language of 
Influence CD Set
This 4-CD program will help 
you to take your persuasion 
and influence skills to a new 
level. You will come away with 
genuine skills to use in your 
communication.

978-190504501-3
$32.95 (p)
Bk#5018 
52-Card Pack 

978-190504519-8 
$39.95 (p)
Bk#5198 
60 minutes 
CD

Ericksonian 
Hypnosis Cards
Jamie Smart
Inspired by the great hypnotic 
language product called “Zebu 
cards,” this set of Ericksonian 
language cards is an invaluable 
tool for those wishing to learn 
the verbal magic of Milton 
H. Erickson, MD. Includes 52 
casino-quality game cards with 
the patterns you will learn, 
examples of how to use them, 
and commentary about how and 
why these work.

Ericksonian Hypnosis 
Cards Unpacked CD
Jamie Smart
This CD will explain (unpack) for 
you the wisdom presented on 
the very successful Ericksonian 
Hypnosis Cards (Zebu Cards). It 
outlines all of the 52 powerful 
Hypnotic Language Patterns and 
demonstrates how to say them for 
maximum effect.

Bestseller
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978-190504520-4
$36.95 (p)
Bk#5204  
52 Card Deck 

978-190504523-5
$45.95 (p)
Bk#5235 
60 minutes 

978-190504528-0
$189.95 (p)
Bk#5280 
8-CD set 

NLP Belief Buster 
Cards
This card deck contains 52 
language patterns and 52 
belief-changing questions, and 
is an ideal way to learn “Sleight 
of Mouth” NLP patterns. The 
resulting patterns are presented 
in these cards alongside other 
valuable language structures for 
shifting beliefs conversationally.

Belief Busting with 
NLP Unpacked CD
When Jamie Smart “unpacks” a 
deck of cards, he is giving you 
a card by card analysis of the 
best way to use each phrase 
in the 52-card deck. This CD 
enhances the impact of the NLP 
Belief Buster Cards (page 40) 
as all of the language patterns 
and beliefchanging questions 
are explained in detail. It will 
allow you to learn the language 
patterns quickly and easily.

NLP Techniques 
Masterclass CD Set
This 8-CD set covers key NLP 
techniques and goes into them 
in great detail so that you can 
understand them and develop 
real confidence using them. The 
techniques covered include: 
The Fast Phobia Cure, The Meta 
Mirror, Change Personal History, 
The Allergy Cure, and Future 
Pacing. Also included are many 
‘insider secrets’ for using NLP in 
ways that seem almost magical.

978-190504508-2
$31.95 (p)
Bk#5085 
52-Card Deck 

978-190504521-1
$36.95 (p)
Bk#5211 
60 minutes 

NLP Coaching Cards
Language patterns form the basis 
of NLP. The Meta-Model works on 
the following principle: People 
don’t experience reality directly, 
but rather through the maps of 
reality they create in their minds. 
This deck of 52 cards combines 
the Meta-Model questions with 
some of the most powerful 
coaching strategies that exist 
today. Each card contains an NLP 
pattern and commentary about 
how and why these work.

NLP Coaching Cards 
Unpacked CD
This CD explains (unpacks) the 
use of all 52 coaching questions 
from the highly successful NLP 
Coaching Cards. 
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978-190504510-5
$109.95 (p)
Bk#5105 
3-CD set 

978-190504512-9
$33.95 (p)
Bk#5129 
52-Card Deck 

978-190504509-9
$14.95 (p)
Bk#5099  
52-Card Deck 

Metaphorically 
Speaking
By listening to these CDs you will 
improve your existing language 
skills with an elegant, covert 
delivery system that will enable 
you to guide your audience 
effortlessly into flexible problem-
solving. You will learn to create 
an instantly receptive state in 
your clients and put people at 
ease with your confident, able 
communication skills.

Instant Wealth Cards
People think you need money 
to make money, but what you 
really need is to think and act 
like a wealthy person. Each time 
you play with these cards, you’ll 
effortlessly absorb more of the 
beliefs, attitudes, and actions of 
the wealthy.

Instant Happiness 
Cards
Now available at a new ‘happier’ 
price, this deck of 52 easy-to-
understand ideas can help bring 
happiness into every area of your 
life — your health, relationships, 
finances, work, and even your 
spiritual life. The more you play 
and understand the cards, the 
happier you will be!

978-190504502-0
$34.95 (p)
Bk#5026 
52-Card Deck 

978-190504517-4
$199.95 (p)
Bk#5174 
5-CD set 

Irresistible Influence 
Cards
The use of language is one of 
your most powerful persuasion 
tools and the influence it 
generates is your most valuable 
skill. Using these cards, you will 
discover just how quickly you can 
improve your skills. Influence is a 
master skill, and it’s at the heart 
of all successful communication, 
whether you’re selling an idea to 
your friends, or a six-figure deal 
to a blue-chip company.

Better Coaching 
Skills with NLP
This 5-CD program contains 
everything you need to know 
about perfecting your coaching 
skills. In addition, it includes 
real-life examples for using NLP 
Coaching Cards and Ericksonian 
Hypnosis Cards in action. It’s all 
here, every technique and tool 
that Jamie Smart has used to 
become one of the best coaches 
anywhere.. 
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978-189983670-3
$34.95 (p)
Bk#6705
256 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590405-0
$37.95 (p)
Bk#4050
2 CD set 

978-190442441-3
$31.95 (p)
Bk#4414
368 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Magic of 
Metaphor
77 Stories for Teachers 
Trainers & Thinkers

Nick Owen
The Magic of Metaphor presents 
a collection of stories designed 
to engage, inspire, and transform 
the listener and the reader. 
Some of the stories motivate, 
some are spiritual, and some 
provide strategies for excellence. 
All promote positive feelings, 
encouraging confidence, direction, 
and vision.

The Magic of 
Metaphor – 
audiobook
Stories for Teachers, Trainers 
& Thinkers

Nick Owen
Listen to stories from the best 
selling The Magic of Metaphor. 
Narrated by the author Nick Owen 
the stories are linked by banter 
between the Magician and the 
Apprentice.

More Magic of 
Metaphor
Stories for Leaders, 
Influencers, Motivators and 
Spiral Dynamics Wizards

Nick Owen
Whether you lead in business, 
education, coaching, sports, health, 
parenting, or any other context 
this book offers insights into the 
many aspects of this complex, 
fascinating, and demanding role 
that we are all, from time to time, 
called upon to fulfil.

978-095387510-8
$37.95 (p)
Bk#5105
334 pages
paperback

978-189983643-7
$26.95 (p)
Bk#6438
216 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Metaphors in Mind
Transformation Through 
Symbolic Modelling

James Lawley and Penny 
Tompkins
Metaphors in Mind describes 
how to give individuals the 
opportunity to discover how 
their symbolic perceptions are 
organised, what needs to happen 
for these to change, and how 
they can transform as a result.

The Power of 
Metaphor
Story Telling & Guided 
Journeys for Teachers, 
Trainers and Therapists

Michael Berman and 
David Brown
Packed with original stories and 
visualisations, this is a must-buy 
resource for teachers, trainers 
and therapists who are looking 
for new approaches to group 
work, or are simply story-telling 
enthusiasts.

Bestseller
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978-184590021-2
$25.95 (p)
Bk#0219
164 pages
paperback

The Power Tactics of Jesus 
Christ and Other Essays – 
Second Edition
Jay Haley
In this classic volume available now once 
again, Jay Haley in the controversial title 
article, proposes an original interpretation of 
the Bible analyzing Jesus’ actions as a man 
trying to build a mass movement to topple 
a power structure. Using wit and wry humor, 
Haley in the other essays discusses such 
topics as: what it takes to be schizophrenic; 
the art and technique required to have an 
awful marriage; and how to be an awful 
therapist. His rationale for a directive therapy 
is the subject of other essays.

978-190442411-6
$31.95 (p)
Bk#4112
260 pages
paperback

Practical Magic
A Translation of Basic Neuro-
Linguistic Programming into Clinical 
Psychology

Stephen Lankton MSW
“ The closest thing to a basic beginning 
manual to NLP. It spells out in the most 
understandable fashion the basic 
concepts and tools of a model which 
could offer people a change to reclaim 
control of their lives.”

Daniel Goleman, PhD

978-098232881-1
$16.95 (p)
Bk#8811
CD 45 minutes

Tools of Intention
Strategies that Inspire Change
Stephen R. Lankton, MSW
This volume covers protocols of “self-
image thinking” and “emanated image” 
interventions as well as three approaches 
to self hypnosis.

Also available

Tools of 
Intention CD
Covers the 
exercises discussed 
in the book. 

978-098232880-4 
$16.95 (p)
Bk#8804
104 pages
paperback

978-184590022-9
$31.95 (p)
Bk#0227
194 pages
paperback

Strategies of Psychotherapy
Jay Haley
This classic volume deals with the strategies 
of both psychotherapists and clients as 
they maneuver each other in the process of 
treatment. 

How a therapist induces a client to 
change is described within a framework of 
interpersonal theory and directive family 
therapy. This work represents a step from the 
study of therapy in terms of the individual to 
therapy as communication between at least 
two people.
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978-1-84590-728-0
$34.95 (p)
BK#7280
282 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-189983654-3
$34.95 (p)
BK#6543
320 pages 
paperback

Subliminal Therapy
Using the Mind to Heal

Edwin K. Yager PhD
Subliminal Therapy is a technique 
by which hypnotic phenomena 
can be used for therapeutic 
purposes without the need for 
formal trance induction and can 
be used either on its own or in 
addition to other treatment. In 
this book readers are introduced 
to the concepts and applications 
of Subliminal Therapy and are 
taught how to use it.

Gestalt Therapy
The Attitude & Practice 
of an Atheoretical 
Experientialism

Claudio Naranjo MD
Lively and highly readable, 
learned and insightful, this 
fascinating study is indispensable 
in demonstrating why Fritz 
Perls was truly the father of the 
now-flourishing human potential 
movement.

978-184590088-5
$31.95 (p)
BK#0885
384 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-190442415-4
$69.95 (p)
Bk#4155
400 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-190442492-5
$44.95 (p)
Bk#4929
374 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Their Finest Hour
Master Therapists Share 
Their Greatest Success 
Stories

Jeffrey Kottler and  
Jon Carlson
This volume contains the wit 
and wisdom of some of the most 
adept and successful therapists 
in the field. Against the backdrop 
of what they consider the most 
professionally rewarding cases, 
they talk about what has defined 
their outstanding contributions 
to their profession.

Eye Movement 
Integration Therapy
The Comprehensive Clinical 
Guide

Danie Beaulieu PhD
Eye Movement Integration 
Therapy is the first book to detail 
one of the most innovative 
and effective new treatments 
available to psychotherapists 
today. Filled with case examples 
and informed by extensive 
experience teaching the 
technique.

Also available in hardback  

Metaphoria
Metaphor and 
Guided Metaphor for 
Psychotherapy and Healing

Rubin Battino MS
This is the comprehensive guide 
for all those wishing to explore 
the fascinating potential of 
metaphor. Containing sample 
scripts and suggestions for basic 
and advanced metaphors and a 
history of the use of metaphor.
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978-184590076-2
$29.95 (p)
BK#0762
200 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-193581005-6
$36.95 (p)
BK#0056
224 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Boundaries in Human 
Relationships
How to be Separate and Connected

Anné Linden
The most important distinction we can ever 
make in our lives is between who we are as 
an individual and our connection with others. 
Can we truly love another and be a whole, 
complete and unique person? How do we 
know the difference between our fear and a 
partner’s‚ or between our past anger and our 
here-and-now anger? The answer lies with 
boundaries – and this is a practical guide to 
unlocking these mysteries.

Ordeal Therapy
Unusual Ways to Change Behavior

Jay Haley
In this classic book Jay Haley explains how 
and why the use of ordeals work in therapy. 
He provides an account of the theoretical 
basis of ordeal therapy, showing how it builds 
on the work of Milton H. Erickson. 

Problems discussed include psychosomatic 
symptoms, uncontrollable and violent 
children, separation and divorce, anxiety, 
incontinence, sexual frustration, alcoholism, 
speech blocks, and depression.

Expectation
The Very Brief Therapy Book

Rubin Battino
This immensely powerful and practical 
book is about utilising the power of 
expectation in working with clients. It is 
the author’s contention that creating an 
environment where the client expects to 
change is the foundation of doing effective 
very brief therapy. He rarely sees clients 
more than one or two times. Clients know 
in advance that this is the way that he 
works, and their expectation is that during 
this session they are going to resolve their 
concerns insofar as it is possible.

978-184590446-3
$24.95 (t)
Bk#4463
176 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Bi-Polar Girl
An Irreverent Look at Bipolar 
Disorder

Gabrielle Blackman-Sheppard 
Illustrated by Greg Blackman edited by 
Ian Gilbert

Gabrielle Blackman-Sheppard lives with 
Bipolar and whether you read this book 
because you are coming to terms with 
your own illness or searching for a better 
understanding of the illness of a loved 
one, Gabrielle’s honesty will be of support 
to you.

978-184590028-1
$34.95 (p)
Bk#0286
208 pages
hardback	•	ebook
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978-184590857-7
$32.95 (p)
BK#8577
297 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-098235739-2
$16.95 (t)
BK#7392
328 pages 
paperback	•	ebook

Provocative Coaching
Making things better by making 
them worse 

Jaap Hollander
A fresh wind is blowing through the 
worlds of coaching and psychotherapy: 
provocative coaching – a unique 
new cocktail of humour, warmth and 
psychological provocation. Coaches and 
therapists everywhere are throwing off 
the shackles of humming and nodding! 
Not only can provocative coaching be 
highly effective but it also liberates both 
professionals and their clients. 

Sex & Love at Midlife
It’s Better than Ever

Bernie Zilbergeld PhD with 
George Zilbergeld PhD
Sex & Love at Midlife explains the 
wondrous world of love and sex among 
men and women in their later years. 
A world-renowned sex therapist, Dr 
Zilbergeld uses intensive research, and 
the words of people he calls the ‘lovers’, 
to illustrate and explain the world of men 
and women who are masters of the world 
of sexuality. 

978-184590038-0
$34.95 (p)
BK#0380
390 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Guided Imagery
Psychotherapy and Healing 
Through the Mind-Body Connection

Rubin Battino MS
This unique, practical and accessible 
healing manual explores the most powerful 
methods of healing, primarily focusing 
on guided imagery, a healing technique 
integrating the connection between mind 
and body.

978-184590030-4
$33.95 (p)
Bk#0308
158 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Hypnotic Use of 
Waking Dreams
Exploring Near-Death Experiences 
without the Flatlines

Paul Schenk
Near-death experiences can be profound 
and life changing. Through hypnotically 
facilitated waking dreams Schenk shows 
clients how they can benefit from the 
life changing effects of a near-death 
experience without the life-threatening 
cardiovascular crisis.

New
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978-098235733-0
$17.50 (p)
BK#7330

30 minutes
audio CD

978-098235732-3
$17.50 (p)
BK#7323

40 minutes
audio CD

978-098235734-7
$17.50 (p)
BK#7347

45 minutes
audio CD

978-098235731-6
$17.50 (p)
BK#7316

45 minutes
audio CD

978-098235730-9
$17.50 (p)
BK#7309

48 minutes
audio CD

978-098235735-4
$17.50 (p)
BK#7354

60 minutes 
audio CD

Beside Yourself 
with Comfort
Hypnotic Help for 
Chronic or Acute Pain 
Relief

Bill O’Hanlon
If you have unremitting 
acute chronic physical pain 

that hasn’t been relieved by standard medical intervention 
this 30-minute hypnotic program can help

Calm Beneath 
the Waves
Help relieve 
panic, anxiety and 
desperation

Bill O’Hanlon
If you are looking for 
relief from panic, anxiety, 

hopelessness, or desperation, this 40-minute audio 
program will help you find immediate and long-term relief.

Keep Your Feet 
Moving
Favorite Teaching and 
Healing Tales

Bill O’Hanlon
 In this audio collection, Bill 
has put together some of 
his favorite teaching and 
healing stories.

Let Your Soul Be 
Your Pilot
Finding Your Direction 
in Life

Bill O’Hanlon
This one-hour audio 
program is filled with 
engaging stories and clear 

guidelines that will help you reconnect with your soul’s 
passion and energy.

Meetings with 
a Remarkable 
Man
Personal Tales of 
Milton H. Erickson

Bill O’Hanlon
From his very first 

encounter with Dr Milton Erickson, to his apprenticeship 
as Dr Erickson’s gardener. These tales will both delight and 

Moving On
Two Healing Trances 
for Resolving Sexual 
Abuse Issues

Bill O’Hanlon
This one-hour audio 
program is designed for 
sexual abuse survivors. 

It is empowering and permissive and is designed to help 
listeners reclaim their lives and move on.

Bill O’Hanlon MS is a Licensed Mental Health Professional, Certified Professional Counselor, and a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist. He has authored or co-authored twenty nine books. 
he is one of the developers of solution-oriented therapy, counseling people and organizations to help them determine what their goals are and to remove the barriers to their success. He has 
given over 2,000 seminars or workshops around the world.
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978-061548238-5
$195.00 (p)

Bk#2385 
2hr DVD w/98 page book

Overcoming Toxic Shame and the Fear of 
Being Judged: The Story of Melanie
David Burns, MD (6 CE/CME credits)
David Burns, noted author, psychiatrist, and lecturer, now introduces 
a new form of therapy with an innovative, high definition, multimedia 
training package for mental health professionals called T.E.A.M. Therapy.

T.E.A.M. Therapy stands for Testing, Empathy, Agenda Setting, 
and Methods. It is a basic, flexible, and individualized approach to 
understanding and treating human suffering. The goals include 
extremely rapid recovery as well as effective relapse prevention training. 
In many cases, the treatment can be completed far more quickly than 
would be possible using more conventional forms of therapy.

Along with the video program, Dr. Burns has also created a companion 
workbook that includes commentary on the video and step-by-step 
exercises.

(CME credits available separately after purchase)

978-097551596-9
$149.00 (x)

Bk#5969 
CD Version 

“Scared Stiff!” Fast, Effective Treatment for 
Anxiety Disorders
David Burns, MD (13 CE/CME credits)
Dr. Burns describes three powerful models for the treatment of anxiety 
disorders: The Cognitive Model, the Behavioral Model, and the Hidden 
Emotion Model. He emphasizes that the purpose of therapy is to “fail 
as fast as you can” with individual techniques, so you can find the most 
effective technique for each patient as quickly as possible. He shows 
how to create a warm, vibrant, collaborative relationship and develop 
a systematic, individualized treatment plan that targets each person’s 
needs.

Home Study 
Programs
Earn up to 13 credits
These programs, recorded 
at a live workshop, are 
produced by the Institute for 
the Advancement of Human 
Behavior (IAHB), which has 
been approved to offer CE/
CME for various agencies. 
For a complete list of 
agencies that accept the 
programs, go to:
www.iahb.org 
or call (650) 851-8411.
Each program includes a CD 
with all handouts, tests, and 
instructions in PDF format.
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978-098406940-8
$149.00 (x)

Bk#9408 
CD Version 

978-097551597-6
$149.00 (x)

Bk#5977 
CD Version 

Feeling Good Now: New Rapid 
Recovery Techniques for 
Depression and Low Self-Esteem
David Burns, MD (13 CE/CME credits)
In this program, Dr. Burns describes four powerful models 
for treating depression and increasing self-esteem: the 
Motivational Model, the Cognitive Model, the Behavioral 
Model, and the Interpersonal Model, and illustrates how 
to bring these models to life for patients suffering from 
mood disorders, including bipolar disorder. The skillful 
integration of these four approaches often results in 
extremely rapid recovery. In fact, many patients who used 
to require months of intensive therapy can now be helped 
in just a handful of sessions, and will often respond in a 
single session.

“. . . And It’s All Your Fault!” How to 
Overcome Anger and Interpersonal 
Conflict
David Burns, MD (13 CE/CME credits)
Cognitive Interpersonal Therapy (CIT) is a new treatment 
developed by Dr. Burns to help patients deal with anger, 
resolve conflicts, and develop more satisfying relationships. 
You will learn this basic, flexible approach which can be 
used to treat patients with a wide variety of relationship 
conflicts. You will also learn strategies for dealing with 
angry patients who blame others and resist change, as well 
as paradoxical methods to boost motivation and empower 
the patient.

978-097646687-1
$149.00 (x)

Bk#6871 
CD Version 

Reconsidering Trauma: Treatment 
Advances, Relational Issues and 
Mindfulness in Integrated Trauma 
Therapy 
John Briere, PhD (12 CE/CME credits)
This workshop provides cutting-edge, directly applicable, 
information on the integration of cognitive-behavioral, 
attachment/relational, and biological approaches to 
trauma. Presented here is new material that formally 
integrates Buddhist philosophy and empirically-based 
mindfulness with effective treatment. Also included 
is new information on interview-based assessment, 
cross-cultural issues, psychosis, stress reduction training, 
clinical “counter-activation,” and the neurobiology and 
psychopharmacology of trauma.
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978-097646680-2
$79.00 (x)

Bk#6805 
CD Version 

978-097646686-4
$79.00 (x)

Bk#6864 
CD Version 

Stop Walking on Eggshells
Therapy with Reactive, Explosive, 
Indulged and Other Difficult
Adolescents
Janet Edgette, PsyD (6 CE/CME credits)
Here’s how to work with teenagers who may have little 
interest in discussing their “problems” and how to hold 
them accountable for their actions without fracturing 
the therapeutic relationship. Also covers working 
collaboratively with parents, teachers, and other third 
parties.

Comprehensive Treatment of 
Children and Adolescents with 
Bipolar Disorder
Kiki Chang, MD (6 CE/CME credits)
This workshop considers recent advances in the diagnosis 
and treatment of bipolar disorders in children and 
adolescents. Discusses how to make a proper diagnosis, 
medication options, and products currently available 
or in development. The program focuses on concrete 
psychotherapeutic and educational interventions, and 
treatment of co-morbid conditions.

978-097646683-3
$149.00 (x)

Bk#683X 
CD Version 

Treating Complex Psychological 
Trauma: PTSD, Borderline 
Personality and Beyond 
John Briere, PhD (12 CE/CME credits)
Research indicates that trauma-related disturbance 
can be complex symptomatically, involving a variety of 
symptoms and difficulties beyond PTSD. Dr. Briere presents 
a non-pathologizing, developmentally informed therapy 
that integrates cognitive-behavioral and psychodynamic 
perspectives.
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978-184590734-1
$35.00 (p)
BK#7341

384 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-190442425-3
$31.95 (t)
Bk#4252

410 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590086-1
$27.95 (t)
BK#0861

288 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Innovations in NLP 
For Challenging Times

L. Michael Hall and Shelle Rose Charvet 
editors
This long awaited book brings together some of the most 
recent innovations and applications of the traditional NLP 
model. Each chapter describes a new model or application 
and contains step by step instructions or a case study 
on how and when to apply it. It provides an outstanding 
collection of new tools and ideas to take their practice 
forward.

“Imagine a dream team of individuals and master NLP 
practitioners, each writing one of the very readable 23 
chapters in this book. Then imagine those folks have a 
depth of understanding they want to share with you. Now 
you have an idea of what this book offers.”

John D. Lentz D.Min., The Milton H Erickson Foundation

The Sourcebook of Magic –  
Second Edition
A Comprehensive Guide to NLP Change Patterns

L. Michael Hall PhD with Barbara P. Belnap 
MSW
In the newly revised version of The Sourcebook of Magic 
you will discover afresh the basic 77 NLP patterns for 
transformational magic. What’s new? A change from 
merely describing the patterns to presenting the key 
questions that allow you to guide a client. The newly 
revised version streamlines the patterns so that they are 
even more succinct and offers some new insights about 
how the patterns work, that is, the cognitive-behavioral 
mechanisms that make the neuro-linguistic and neuro-
semantic approach so powerful.

Mindworks
An Introduction to NLP

Anné Linden with Kathrin Perutz
Using the amazingly effective tools of Neuro Linguistic 
Programming (NLP) Mindworks shows you how to unlock 
the resources, abilities and creativity that you already have 
in order to accomplish whatever you want to do and take 
control of your life. 

Anné Linden, The First Lady of NLP, was a witness and 
participant in the creation of NLP. She was a member of the 
very first certification training group, the founders of NLP 
John Grinder and Richard Bandler offered.

Mindworks shows you how to change your mind, 
reprogram your thoughts, gain control of your fears and 
fulfil your desires and potential and is still one of the best 
‘Introductions to NLP’ available.

Bestseller
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978-189983688-8
$59.95 (p)
BK#6888
480 pages
hardback

978-189983632-1
$59.95 (p)
Bk#6322
424 pages
hardback	•	ebook

978-189983651-2
$139.95 (p)
Bk#6519
CD-ROM

The User’s Manual For The 
Brain  
Volume II
Mastering Systemic NLP

L. Michael Hall PhD and 
Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
“ … the quintessential self-study course on 
advanced NLP.”

Judith E. Pearson, PhD

The User’s Manual For The 
Brain  
Volume I
The Complete Manual for 
Neuro-Linguistic Programming 
Practitioner Certification

Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin and 
L. Michael Hall PhD
“ Achieves what no other book on NLP 
has, it provides a systematic, step-by-step 
understanding of what NLP is all about.”

Annette Arbel, Master Practitioner, NLP of 
Gastonia

The User’s Manual For The 
Brain  
Volume I: PowerPoint® 
Overheads
Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin and 
L. Michael Hall PhD
An outstanding set of PowerPoint® 
overheads summarising The User’s Manual 
For The Brain Volume I NLP Practitioner 
Certification.

978-184590115-8
$18.95 (t)
BK#1158
158 pages
full	color	paperback	•	ebook

The Really Good Fun 
Cartoon Book of NLP
A simple and graphic(al) 
explanation of the life toolbox that 
is NLP

Philip Miller
The Really Good Fun Cartoon Book of 
NLP uses simple (non jargon) language 
and amusing illustrations to get across 
the principles of NLP and how people can 
think about using them in their everyday 
lives. Knowing when and how to dip into 
the NLP life skills toolbox is really useful 
as is the idea that it’s all just a learning 
experience.

Bestseller
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978-184590085-4
$16.95 (p)
Bk#0854
206 pages
hardback	•	ebook

The Little Book of 
Big Stuff about the 
Brain
The true story of your 
amazing brain

Written and illustrated 
by Andrew Curran
A light-hearted look at the 
brain, it especially focuses on 
the neurobiology of emotional 
intelligence and in many ways is 
the neurobiological explanation 
of why emotional intelligence 
is so important to health and 
happiness.

978-184590063-2
$36.95 (p)
Bk#0632
200 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590138-7
$45.95 (p)
Bk#1387
296 pages
paperback	•	ebook

NLP for Teachers
How to be a Highly Effective 
Teacher

Richard Churches and 
Roger Terry
NLP for Teachers covers a wide 
range of practical tools that will 
enhance your interpersonal 
effectiveness and classroom 
delivery.

•	 Find out how your language 
and your internal processing 
affects the behaviour of others 
around you 

•	 Learn some amazing tools and 
techniques

•	 Take your communication 
skills to the next level

The NLP Toolkit
For Teachers, Trainers and 
School Leaders 

Roger Terry and Richard 
Churches
The book is organised in an 
accessible way and provides 
numerous practical off the shelf 
ideas and approaches that are 
grounded in teacher experience 
and practice.  NLP is often 
described as ‘the technology of 
emotional intelligence’. The NLP 
Toolkit gives you practical ‘how 
to’ ways to develop your own 
emotional resilience as well as 
ways to work with children in the 
area of emotional and social skills.

978-184590041-0
$27.95 (p)
BK#0410
216 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Making Your Words 
Work
Using NLP to Improve 
Communication, Learning & 
Behaviour

Terry Mahony
The first book to focus on the 
application of language models 
for classroom management, 
Making Your Words Work offers 
a large repertoire of linguistic 
approaches to improve 
communication between teacher 
and pupil.

978-184590128-8
$24.95 (p)
BK#1288
256 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Happy Kids Happy 
You
Using NLP to bring out the 
best in ourselves and the 
children we care for

Sue Beever
This book will give you a toolkit 
of practical NLP (Neuro Linguistic 
Programming) parenting 
methods flexible enough to cover 
all situations. It focuses equally 
on the needs of you, the parent, 
as well as your child.

Bestseller
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978-189000145-2
$34.95 (p)
Bk#1452

306 pages 
paperback 

978-184590800-3
$21.95 (p)
BK#8003

228 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Five-Minute Coach
Improve performance - rapidly

Lynne Cooper and Mariette Castellino
The Five-Minute Coach offers a simple, step by step guide 
to how to coach quickly and effortlessly to get amazingly 
better results at work. Short, punchy and easy to read, the 
user can swiftly learn this innovative and effective tool for 
improving performance.

Designed for leaders, managers and supervisors, in any 
setting, The Five-Minute Coach is a ground-breaking 
approach to coaching on the job. It creates significant 
performance improvements, whilst improving job 
satisfaction for manager and team member alike. This 
approach to coaching has been developed by the authors 
and used in organisations across the board large and small, 
private and public, with adults and teens, and across a 
variety of voluntary and community groups. Professional 
coaches have also adopted The Five-Minute Coach in their 
work. 

Executive Coaching
Michael Hall, Ph.D.
Executive Coaching examines the challenges of executives 
in the “corporate” suite in eight chapters: Psychological 
Well-Being, Direction, Feedback, Change, Leadership, 
Politics, Culture, and Derailment. What characterizes life 
in the Corporate Suite?  Stress, lots of it; demands from 
those above and below; questions about meaningfulness; 
questions about work–life balance; time-pressures and 
more.  Here is where the executive coach can make a 
transformative difference.  An Executive Coach doesn’t have 
to have been an executive, but he or she does need to know 
the challenges in the C-suite and how to have a ruthlessly 
compassionate conversation about the challenges there 
and how to effectively listen, which is not easy. 

978-189000144-5
$34.95 (p)
Bk#1445 

306 pages 
paperback 

Group and Team Coaching
Michael Hall, Ph.D.
Coaching a group is not the same thing as coaching an 
individual.  Coaching a group means that now you have the 
challenge of calibrating, understanding and dealing with 
many individuals, and all at once.  In addition to dealing 
with the psychological dynamics of individuals, you will also 
have to deal with the myriad challenges of group dynamics. 

Group coaching can be very rewarding as it makes teams 
and organizations much more effective, aligns boards, 
committees, associations and leadership teams, reduces 
conflicts, eliminates nasty politics, facilitates synergy and 
unleashes creativity. It enables people to think together, 
learn together and solve problems together in ways that 
can be much more effective, creative and productive 
compared to individual coaching.

New New
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978-190442494-9
$29.95 (p)
Bk#4945
240 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-189983671-0
$29.95 (t)
Bk#6713
224 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-190442469-7
$39.95 (t)
Bk#4694
CD
2 CDs each 60 minutes

Life Coaching
A Manual for Helping 
Professionals

Dave Ellis
Life coaching is not therapy, but many 
of the qualities that therapists possess, 
and the techniques they use, naturally 
lend themselves to a life coaching 
approach. Advocating a more directive 
approach than most life coaching 
books, this book will naturally appeal 
to therapists and counsellors used to 
conducting therapeutic interventions.

The Life Coaching 
Handbook
Everything You Need To Be An 
Effective Life Coach

Curly Martin
This complete guide to life coaching reveals 
what life coaching IS, how to coach yourself 
and others effectively and how to create 
and sustain a successful coaching practice. 

The Life Coaching 
Handbook  
– 2 CD Audiobook
Everything You Need To Be An 
Effective Life Coach

Curly Martin with 
Janey Lee Grace
This 2-CD set covers everything you need 
to be an effective life coach, how to set up 
your private practice, and it also includes 
numerous sample coaching scripts.

How to coach a woman  
– a practitioner’s manual
A refreshingly different guide 
to becoming an ethical and 
responsible coach

Lynette Allen and Meg Reid
Lynette Allen and Meg Reid between them 
have more than 20 years experience of 
coaching women from every walk of life, 

978-184590676-4
$44.95 (p)
BK#6764
256 pages
paperback	with	CD-Rom	•	ebook

Bestseller
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978-184590736-5
$29.95 (p)
Bk#7365
144 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-184590288-9
$33.95 (p)
Bk#2889
232 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Butterflies and Sweaty 
Palms
25 sure-fire ways to speak and 
present with confidence

Judy Apps
Do you carry a lucky talisman in your 
pocket to give yourself courage before a 
big event because you suffer intolerably 
from performance nerves? Following the 
exercises in this book will enable you to 
perform with passion and determination to 
wow your audience. This book meets you 
where you are and helps you to succeed 
by approaching the problem on many 
different levels. 

Voice of Influence
How to get people to love to listen 
to you

Judy Apps
This inspiring book shows you how to 
awaken the energy of your authentic voice 
to speak from head, heart, gut and soul. 
Bringing together knowledge from voice 
training, NLP, Aikido, Alexander Technique, 
Bioenergetics, Feldenkrais and other 
mind-body work, Voice of Influence gives 
you the means to reach people at a deeper 
level where you’ll motivate and inspire. 
Through this journey of discovery, you will 
literally ‘find your own voice’ in all senses of 
the phrase.

978-184590732-7
$27.95 (t)
BK#7327
288 pages
paperback	with	CD	•	ebook

Why Do I Keep Doing 
This!!?
End Bad Habits, Negativity and 
Stress with Self-Hypnosis and NLP

Judith E. Pearson, PhD
Hypnosis relaxes and quietens the mind 
and can provide strategies to manage 
the mind and to access the qualities and 
strengths already possessed. NLP is the 
one psychological approach that spells 
out those strategies step-by-step. This 
book explains how the concepts and 
mechanisms of hypnosis and the principles 
of NLP make for effective approaches to 
self-hypnosis.

978-095595640-9
$27.95 (t)
BK#6409
306 pages
paperback 

Water Off a Duck’s Back
How to deal with Frustrating 
Situations, Awkward, Exasperating 
and Manipulative  People and .... 
Keep Smiling!

Jon Lavelle
This inspirational book will show you how 
to keep your head while all around you 
are losing theirs. Jon Lavelle’s recipe for a 
calmer, more fulfilled and rewarding life 
is just what we need in our hectic and 
pressured world. Jon shows you how to 
build unshakeable confidence in your 
ability to deal with what people and life 
throw at you. 
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978-190442480-2
$18.95 (t)
Bk#4805
192 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Thinking Sexy
Unlocking the Secrets of Sensual 
Desire

Amanda Lowe
Thinking Sexy explores subconscious and 
deep-seated attitudes and defences that 
can prevent a woman from enjoying her 
sex life to the full. This is not a prescriptive 
book but one which will help the reader 
to open her mind to more opportunities 
which can enliven a flagging sex life or 
make her intimate moments even more 
exciting.

978-184590727-3
$29.95 (p)
BK#7273
208 pages
paperback	•	ebook

I Have a Voice
How to Stop Stuttering

Bob G. Bodenhamer DMin
In this book the author details a completely 
new approach to treating stuttering. It both 
explains the structure of stuttering and 
blocking and provides cognitive tools for 
gaining more fluency. From identifying the 
origins of stuttering, through teaching how 
to think differently to working with stress, 
the author provides a unique approach to 
achieving more fluency. 

Available in Hardback ISBN 978-190442440-
6 Mastering Blocking and Stuttering.

978-184590040-3
$19.95 (t)
BK#0403
160 pages
paperback	•	ebook

The Miracle Question
Answer It and Change Your Life

Linda Metcalf PhD
A step-by-step approach for people who 
feel ‘stuck’ and overwhelmed by their 
lives. It offers methods for tapping into 
‘exceptions’, ‘exceptions’ are the ‘good’ 
they’ve learned from past experiences but 
have perhaps forgotten about, or situations 
that went well for them in the past, but 
over time got pushed aside.

978-098235737-8
$24.95 (t)
BK#7378
audio CD x 2

The Ultimate Power Nap
for Rapid Rest and Renewal

Carol Ginandes PhD
The Ultimate Power Nap for Rapid Rest 
and Renewal is a comprehensive program 
for planned, restorative napping which 
provides even the most inexperienced 
napper with powerful skills for mental and 
physical renewal. The personal applications 
of this 2-CD set are virtually unlimited.
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978-184590042-7
$19.95 (p)
BK#0427
224 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Emotionally Intelligent 
Living - Revised Edition
Strategies for increasing your EQ

Geetu Bharwaney
Emotionally Intelligent Living is not a book 
to read, it is a book to do, an emotional 
intelligence (EI) tool that applies the theory 
to life. If the whole EI phenomenon has 
passed you by, don’t worry ` this book 
begins with a practical summary of what 
EI is, explaining it in the clearest terms 
that require no previous knowledge of 
psychology.Then comes the good news: 
EI can be learnt, and your EQ (Emotional 
Quotient) can be increased. 

978-189983656-7
$31.95 (p)
Bk#4805
304 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Secrets of Personal 
Mastery
Advanced Techniques for Accessing 
Your Higher Levels of Consciousness

Michael Hall
Secrets of Personal Mastery guides you 
through thought experiments that 
work upon your ‘executive mind power. 
Michael Hall introduces you to the higher 
management of your own mind at all 
its levels to prepare you for the ultimate 
development of excellence - accessing your 
personal genius.

978-184590678-8
$18.95 (p)
Bk#6780
288 pages
paperback	•	ebook

101 Days to Make a 
Change
Daily strategies to move from 
knowing to being

Roy Leighton and Emma Kilbey 
and Kristina Bill
A constructive and compassionate 
companion that will help get you back in 
the driving seat of your life - in just over 
three months. Its expansive ideology is 
grounded by an achievable process with a 
realistic timeframe to help chart progress 
and acknowledge results. 

978-189983652-9
$44.95 (p)
Bk#6527
256 pages
hardback	•	ebook

Presenting Magically
Transforming Your Stage Presence 
with NLP

Tad James and David Shephard
Whether you are a newcomer or a seasoned 
professional, Presenting Magically will 
provide you with masterful tips and 
techniques to transform your presenting 
skills. This book will teach you how to grab 
the audience’s attention - and keep it. 
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978-184590679-5
$33.95 (p)
BK#6795
200 pages
paperback	•	ebook

978-190442453-6
$27.95 (t)
Bk#4538
220 Pages
paperback	+	CD-ROM	•	ebook

978-190442402-4
$31.95 (p)
Bk#4023
176 pages
paperback	•	ebook

Sports Hypnosis in Practice
Scripts, Strategies and Case Examples

Joseph Tramontana
Offers new strategies and scripts for hypnotherapists, sports 
counsellors and sports psychologists working with athletes 
to help them achieve their peak performance. A major focus 
of the book is that the therapist does not necessarily need 
to be familiar with the sport or activity to serve as a ‘mental 
coach’ to the athlete.

Golf
Lower Your Score with Mental Training

Tom Saunders
Golf is a powerful strategy for learning, playing and 
enjoying golf. The programme is developmental, as 
opposed to clinical or problem solving in nature. You 
learn about and develop your inner mental skills, skills 
which require you to ‘go inside yourselfto that part of your 
mind where you foster behaviours which promote good 
performance. 

A CD of exercises accompanies the book.

Winning the Mind Game
Using Hypnosis in Sport Psychology

John H. Edgette PsyD and  
Tim Rowan MSW
Hypnosis is an invaluable tool that can quickly and 
effectively influence the subconscious mind and promote 
lasting change. This is an excellent resource for anyone 
currently working with athletes who wish to use hypnosis 
to improve performance, as well as everyone currently 
using hypnotherapy techniques wishing to expand into 
sport psychology.
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